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Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, April

Volume XXIX No. 20
WILL GIVE CONCERT AT MINE
Miss Elizabeth Garrett and the
Lordsburg Harmony Club will repeat their concert given here two
weeks ago, at the 85 mine theater
Monday night, April 10th , at 8
o'clock., In addition to the repetition of the excellent renditions
given here, Miss Garrett will sing
several selections in Spanish.
Those who were unable to attend
the concert given here, owin to the
inclement weather, now have an
oportunity of hearing Now Mexico's sweet singer in her choice program, together with selectioní by
the best talent in Lordsburg.
K. D. OWNBY

At the election for school trustee of District No. 3, held here
Monday, R. B. Ownby was
for a term of three years as
clerk of the board. There were
68 votes past, out of which Mr.
Ownby received 59. Love II. Jones,
who did not seek the nomination
for trustee, received eight votes.
A large number of women voted in the election and quite a few
poh taxes were collected.
WILL FIGHT ON
SATURDAY EVENING

Broncho Kid Smith, the Phoenix welterweight, will fight Kid
Loui :, of Santa Rita, N. M., a ten
round go at the S3 mine theatre
rn Saturday night. Two good preliminaries will enlighten the evening. Smith and Louiz are well
matched and 0ch is confident of
winning the atre. Smith issup-porte- d

by tht T" Jsburg fight'fans
and Louiz hat. he approval of the
85 mine boys. Tickets for the fight
are now on sale both at Lordsburg

and at the mine.

INCORPORATED
Word was received from County Commissioner B. B. Ownby
's

conn

On Saturday April 15th at the
Elk's Opera House at Silver City,
a convention of the Republican
party of Grant county will be
held for the purpose of electing
six delegates to represent Grant
County at the State Convention
to be held at Albuquerque on the
25th day of April, 1916, at 2
o'clock P. M. for the purpose of
six alLordsburg is not the only town electing six delegates andRepublito
ternates
National
the
applicamaking
in New Mexico

had been passed upon favorably
by the board and that an election
is called for not later- - than the
first Monday in May. The commissioners found the petition,
census and survey to be regular.
ANOTHER TOWN
INCORPORATES

tion for incorporation. The town
of Carrizozo, N. M., in Lincoln
county, on the El Paso & Southwestern railroad, filed a petition
with the board pf county commissioners of their county. The Carrizozo Outlook says of the matter:
'There were a number of consid
erations which demanded this move
without further procrastination.
Progresssive citizens and . wide
awake business men have long
wanted to see the town assume
the role of incorporation, but the
benefits to accrue were either minBut
imized or went unnoticed.
now that the little city continues
to spread itself with such convincing persistence, new business projects are being put on foot, and
the need of substantial public
works is evident, even to tha most
skeptical, when the question was
agaitated some years ago, who are
now its most ardent supporters,
and who have come to realize that
all that is worth while here can
best be fostered by a systematic
administration of local affairs under a full incorporation.

can Convention which meets in
the city of Chicago on the 7th day
of June, 1916 and for the purpose
of transacting any and all other
business that may properly come
before said convention.
Thejollowing rules have been
established as controlling representation in this convention:
No person shall sit in convention unless he is a resident of the
precinct from which he is chosen.
Proxies will only be recognized
if held by citizens of the same
precinct from which the delegate
giving the proxy has been elected.
Contests, if any, must be filed
with the central committee not
later than 10 o'clock A.M. of the
day of the convention.
It is requested that precinct
primaries be held on or before
Tuesday, the 11th day of April,
1916, at such hour and such place
as may be named by the precinct
chairman in each precinct, and
as well best suit the convenience
of the majority of voters of said
precints,' giving timely notice

NEWLYWEDS

"ur

correspondent has heard
considerable complaint from auto-ist- s
who travel the Borderland
route, about the. bad condition of
the road about two miles east of
the Playas store. The people of
that valley should be awake to the
importance of keeping the road in
good shape, as, a bad road makes
a good knocker. This particular
piece of public highway is declared to be the worst stretch of read
between Douglas and Deming.
.

HERE

Miss Lucy Cosper of Duncan,
Ariz., and Ben Fehrman, deputy
clerk of the Superior Court of
Arizona, were married in Phoenix,
Ariz., on Friday, ihey were
greeted by many friends here
Sunday while en route to Clifton
where they will make their future
home. Mr. Fehrman was here
Thursday telling his friends that
he was going to California on a
vacation. Oh how they can lie

In each precinct where there is
no precint chairman, the Kepubh
can voters will meet in mass con
vention on said Tuesday, the 11th
day of April, 1916, and choose
delegates to the County Convention. The chairman and secre
tary of the precinct primaries are
hereby directed to forward to the
chairman of the County Central
Committe at Silver City, New
Mexico, immediately after holding their respective meetings, a
true list of the delegates elected,
signed by the chairman and
secretary of the meeting.
By order of the Excutive Com
.
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Drug Mercantile Co.

Be Sera T

fell

WE Are HEADQUARTERS

Our
For

Outer;

W.

All GOOD THINGS To EAT

Both in Canned and Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
We are Receiving Daily the Following and
Selling Them at a Price That Anyone Can Afford to Eat Them.

spinach, per bunch 5 cts.
Fresh Asparagus tips, 2 bunches for 25cts.
Nice firm head lettuce 5ct3 the head.
Turnips, fresh from Cal. lOcts the bunch.
Carrots lOcts the bunch.
Beets lOcts the bunch.
Fresh green onions 5cts the bunch.
Fresh red radishes, 5cta the bunch.
Nice large Cauliflower 2 head3 for 25cts,
Nice Green

Rhubarb 31bs. for 25c.
Sweet spuds 41bs. for 25cts.
Celery lOcts, and 15cts the bunch.
Fresh Green peas, 21bs. for 25cts.
Strawberries 15cts the box.
Large Fla. Grape fruit 3 for 25cts.
Best Eating apples. 31bs. for 25cts.

'

Good Been Davis Cooking apples 41bs. 25c
Cabbage 5cts. the lb. Fresh from Texas.

If you see it in OUR ad, it is So
We close at 6 o'clock p. in.

TnuEiluDriMraieCo.
Lor dabur g's Largest D epartment Store

Carl

afternoon at

Duncan Ariz., George S. Spangler,
of Silver City, well known agent
in Grant county for fhe Dodge
and Chandler motor cars, was
shot and killed by Will Brooks,
Constable at Duncan, who was
acting in self defense and who
wa3 fired upon and injured by
Spangler,
According to reports received
here Mr. Spangler became engaged in an argument with Jess
Hill over the possession of a gold
nuggett and is alleged to have
thrown his gun upon Mr. Hill.
Constable Will Brooks was sent
for and as he entered the door of
the Hill grocery Spangler is alleged to have shot at him three
times. Two of the bullets grazed
Mr. Brook's body leaving flesh
wounds. It was thén necessary
for the constable
to shoot
Spangler who died within three
minutes time.
George Spangler was well
known here, having left this
place Wednesday morning for
Duncan to place an agency for
the Dodge car, and was in Lordsburg Monday evening and all day
Tuesday demonstrating his machine. Spangler. was well liked
here by all who knew him and
the news of his death came as a
shock to his many friends.
William Rowlee, partner with
the deceased in the automobile
business, at Silver City, accomp
anied by Mrs. Spangler and 7
year old daughter, went to
Duncan Wednesday evening to
take charge of the remains.

i
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OPENS NEW BAR
lne Arizona car , was op
ened for business this week by J.
L. Allen in the building formerly
occupied by the Lordsburg post- ofhee and the Western Liberal
Mr. Allen has fully renovated
the building having Mr. Marshal
give it a good painting inside and
out and has made a very attrac
tive place out of the building.
Mr. Allen is a well known
liquor dealer having been located
in the southwest for a number of
years. He was at one time en- gaged in the saloon business at
Mogollón.
He is a believer in
Lordsburg and intends to conduct
a first class cafe here.

dridge on the Southern
Secretary.
Pacific near Deming burned out
Lordsburg is entitled to two Thursday making it necessary
delegates in the convention and for No. 1 and No. 2 to go and
all other precincts in southern come via. Hachita over the Arizona & New Mexico Railway and
Grant county, one delegate.
the E. P. & S. W.
DESTROYED

BY

The saloon of Cecil Adams at
Hachita was completely de
stroyed by fire last week. There
was no insurance on the building
or goods.
DISTRICT COURT
The now celebrated PeoplesBank
case growing out of the failure
of the Peoples Bank & Trust
Company last June, will come up

for hearing on May 12. Judge
Neblett has designated that day
as the day on which he will hear
arguments on the demurrers to
the indictments, which are now
being prepared by attorneys for
several of the defendants.
Monday the case against D. M.
Pryor, Sub Cummings and
Thomas Smith was taken up with
a verdict the following day of
acquittal for all three defendants
whose cases where tried jointly.
The charge aginst them was that
of murder and grew out of the
shooting of Manuel Rodriguez
at his ranch near San Lorenzo
early in the year. Pryor is owner
of the NAN, one of the largest
cattle outfits in this section and
Cummings and Smith whrein his
employ as cowboys.

On Thursday, Joe McAllister,
was acquitted on a charge of
nllfrprl nssult. with & deftdlv
weapon, as was also Anastacio
Bencomo, of Pinos Altos,
Judge Colin Neblett. of Silver
Cily, is presiding at the spring
term of court which convened in
Alamogordo Monday morning.
Lucius Hightower and Pedro
Montes were sentenced to death
by hanging yesterday by Judge
Neblett. The hanging will take
place May 5th.

BEAUTIFUL

NEW HOME

COMING FAST tract to Jack Heather and Ed

Moran of Deming, for the erec
Harry Wright, Harry Farrior. tion of a beautiful brick residence
and Messrs Brindlcy and Leonard on a lot in the block south of the
have been lining ub Lordsburg's M. E. Church.
"Arizona Day" at present about
Mr. Moran will do the brick
$500 has been subscribed for the work and Mr. Heather the woodfinancing of this big gala event work. The house will be one of
Mr. Leonard is arranging for the most costly and modern in
grounds and a base ball team. Lordsburg and shows the faith
The Arizona people are still an of the builder in the future of
xious to make the trip from our city.
Globe, Miami,. Clifton,

Morenci,
Douglas and other points. The
date of the big time will soon be
announced.

JOHN MARTIN SHOT
John Martin was shot and instantly killed by the accidental discharge of a rifle Saturday morning at the Martin ranch near Mud
Springs, New Mexico.
His brother Clarence was with him at the
time and word was sent into Duncan as soon as possible, notifying
the family of the young man's
death.
.Friends of the family went out
to the ranch in autos, and,brought
the remains of the young man to
Duncan, where they were prepared
for burial, the arrangements being
in the hands of the Knights of Pythias, of which he was a member.
John Martin was 26 years of age
of January 31 last, being born on
Blue creék, in New Mexico, and has
made his home in this vicinity all
his life. He was a young man who
had many friends, due to his cheerful disposition and upright character. His death was a heavy blow
to his parents, especially as his
brother Henry passed away only a
short time ago.
Besides the parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Martin, there is left to mourn
his loss five sisters and two brothers, as follows : Mrs. Charles
of Lordsburg, Mrs. Vernon
Martin of Clifton, Mrs. Will Brooks
Miss Irene Martin, who
is attending the Tempe Normal
School, Miss Lucy Martin, residing at home, Charles C, and Clarence Martin, residing in Duncan.
The funeral services were con
ducted by the Knights of Pythias
on Sunday afternoon, burial taking
place in the Duncan cemetery. The
pall bearers were" : W. M. Balfour,
W. T. Witt, M. T. Sanders, W. T
Sanders, W. L. Cauthen, George
Cosper, and Walter Foster.
The
remains were followed to their last
resting place by a large number of
friends and relatives. Appropriate
music was rendered at the grave
by a choir.
The sympathy of the entire com
munity is extended to the bereaved
family.

PETER WEHNER

DEAD

Word was received here yester
day that "Uncle" Pete Wehner
had died in a San francisco.
0LDEM CLAIMS SOLD
Calif., hospital after a lingering
The report wa3 received here illness of over two years.
this week of the sale of the Oldem
Uncle "Pete" was well known
lead and zinc mines at Steins, N. throughout the Southwest where
M. to LI Paso capitalists.
William he had lived for many years. He
Charles was the owner of the was a favorite of the young folks
property.
here whom he was constantly
Mr.
with gifts.
PREPARES TO OPEN bestowing
Wehner was at one time part
LAST CHANCE MINE
owner of the Superior mine here
Robert F. Fitz, president of and only last year was operating
the El Centro Mining & Milling the Jerry Boyle property in the
Company, was here test week local camp. Most of his life ha3
malting arrangements ior tne been spent in El Paso and Mexico.
early resumption of operations of
HOME SWEET HOME
the Last Chance mine at Leiden-dor,
The Western Liberal was moved
into its new home on Saturday
AT THE CHURCHES by Jones and Burns and is now
keeping open house for its
The Liberal believes
Sunday morning at the Metho- friends.
dist church Rev. W. S. Huggett that its new- building is one of
will preach on the subject. "A the prettiest little business houses
Good Soldier" andjn the evening in town and we cordially invite
the public to see for themselves.
I he Holy War .
Jack Heather made an excellent
At the Baptist church there job of the building and Red
will be special music in the even
added pleasing finishing
ing and Rev J. A. Land will touches with the paint. ,
preach on the subject
The Liberal has spacious reading room in its new quarters
MINING PROPERTY FOR SALE where the exchanges from all
Five developed silver and gold parts of the Southwest are on
claims. Mill,
corrals file also all recent and back numetc.
Mines have produced over bers of every mining magazine
Will sell claims and published.
S100.000.
Again we .extend a
surface improvements for $7,000. welcome to the public to visit us.
.
V.
inquire of r
Bush.
f.
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FREE DISHES
A" Handsome Limoges China Dinner Set
Value $12.00 Given Free Every Week.

A

FIRE

ta

ingli corua, tkn cum

BRIDGE BURNS

Chairman.

D. COMSTOCK,

nnanciurnoM. w rwm

Harry Wright has let a con

On Wednesday

Matt Fowler,

mittee.
Attest:

A

wJrAlLd

7, 1916

George Spangler Killed ARIZONA DAY

thereof.

ANIMAS VALLEY

y
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LORDSBURG

Thursday morning that Lords-burgpetition for incorporated

T

TTP-T- r

Coupon Given Every Paid
Good for One Chance

Mil

Admission

I1ÁI NIGHT

EVERY

Necessary For Holder of Lucky Coupons
To Be

DISHES

Present At Drawing

ON DISPLAY

V

AT LIBERAL

BUILDING

STAR THEATRE

FURNITURE
Our New Shipment is Complete
WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR WANTS

Ful-.le- r,

Gall and See Our Big Selection

For

M

HAVE

Dress-U-

p

EVERY

Week
REQUIREMENT

THE ROBERTS & LEAHY
MERCANTILE

INC.

WTCTTTtN

WliSTHRN L1I3HRAL
xonDsnuRo
Farla

-

-

FOREIGN

THE WORLD II!

new Mexico

V. Bush, Editor and Owner
Published Every Friday.

Russian auitiarisador
to the Vatican, has been appointed
minister to Belgium.
Germany now has 1,200,000 men
making munitions, according to Senator Charles Humbert.
Alberto Rodriguez, the Carranzlsta
mayor of OJInaga, across the river
from PreHidlo, Tex., was assassinated.
Two thousand munition workers are
now on strike m the government gun
factories In the Clyde district, and reports from Glasgow said tbe labor
troubles threatened to spread.
During the bllszard last week beblucjnekets
tween forty and forty-fivbelonging to the British light cruiser
Conquest lost their lives while attempting to return to their ship In
M

PARAGRAPHS

The trtumvlraie tbe weather man.
tbe eoaJ man and tbe .lea man.

A

BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS ANO
COUNTRIES.
FOR-CIQ-

On day of aplendld weather atone
tor a week of lb a worst.

Cierclae never eoara
you can't afford

If
In price.
bicycle, try walk

J rig.

of tbe
rountrtea that Indulge In "pour

Ill LATE DISPATCHES

What baa become

parlera"?

Scarcity of dyeatuffa may do bo ra tithing to counteract tb tendency to
overd eco ration.

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.

London.

ttnttn KttmtH nnton T?ewe Barvlca.

these,

to-wl-

"Fair and warmer."

Preachers are still Issuing "don't"
for husbanda. but the set tbe latter
obaerve la tbe one laid down by wltey.
Some fellows think becauae a girl
la pretty, ahe ought to he eager to
cook and wash dlsbes for them lor
life.

There romea tbe occasional unbidden thought that the kind of a tablet
to erect to a bichloride victim la one
of tbe aame
New styles for men have been an
nounced. but the old faehloned statea
man will continue to wear a white
linen tie.

The average man feels that human-It- :
will alwaya be Imperfect until It
cornea round to the point where It
will agree wltb him.
A chilblain on one foot will do mucb
toward keeplrg tbe slnd off a corn on
tbe other foot, thua maintaining
sort of mental balance.

Tbe young man who never listens to
advice need only gaze In the mirroi
to bebold tbe reason why bla pay
check never Increases.
Don! tblnk tbe clerk la going to
your "four bits" wben abe
puta It between ber teetn; abe'a read
about tbe counterfeiters.
wallow

London.

The Germana are making stubborn
resistance to the Russians between
Dvinsk and Vilna, but have lost two
lines of trenches near Fostavy.
The British have blown up about
100 yardg of German trench in tbe
region of St. Elol. They bave also
captured 600 yards of first and second line German trenches in a bayonet charge.
The hospital ship Portugal has been
sunk in the Black sea by a, German
torpedo boat or submarine with a
large number of wounded aboard, according to an announcement of the
PariB official press bureau. It Is said
that the Portugal had Red Cross signs
conspicuously displayed.
Villa's force, estimated at 500, was
r
severely defeated in a
battle
at Guerrero on March 29 by Col. Dodd,
according to a report from Gen. Pershing to Gen. Funston, sent from the
!an Gerónimo ranch. Thirty Mexicans
were killed and a number of Mexicans
and four Americans wounded.
Having captured the village of
the Germans shifted their
offensive eastward to the sector
around the famous Le Mort Homme.
With heavy forcea the Teutons at
tacked the French line between bill
795 and Le Mort Homme and sue
ceeded in entering French first line
trenches. A vigorous counter-attacby the French, however, almost Immediately expelled the invaders, and
another attack by the Teutons, delivered a little later, is declared by Paris
to have been put down completely.
five-hou-

-

k

WESTERN

A good deal of noise would be preFifty persons were injured in two
vented If everyone who mouthed tbe street car head-ocollisions in Chiwords "act vigorously were required cago.
to aay uat wbat be meant by the
Three men were killed and twenty
. term.
injured by an explosion in the mine
of the King Coal and Coke Company
Becret service agents bave located at Kimball, W. Va.
but
the
counterfeit,
poor
very
another
Senator L. Y. Sherman of Illinois
average cltlr.en can point out aeveral
among bla acqualntancea who are atlll has withdrawn his name from the
preferential ballot in Montana as a
at large.
candidate for tbe Republican nominaIt tbe doctora will hurry up the dis- tion lor President,
The Arizona Supreme Court denied
covery of a vaccine tbat will guaran
tee Immunity Irom colda tbey will writs of habeas corpus to Francisco
find an eager public ready to he Rodriguez, N. B. Chavez, Miguel Per-seland Edwardo Perez, Mexicans untreated.
der sentence of death for murder.
To bite off or cut off tbe end of
A man. named Herman Blankenburg
cigar Is the question now before and two other foreigners were murtbe New York board of health. It dered at Mlnaca, Chihuahua, by Fran
It's a political cigar It ought to go cisco Villa and his followers, accordto the ash can without tbe benefit of a ing to private, but authentic, sources
natch
at El Paso, Tex.
A cablegram from Hong Kong re
Following the announcement tbat
ceived
at San Francisco by a local
the rollHge girl la a modern Venue, it Chinese newspaper, said the governor
ta not surprising that tbe collegt-on love and of Canton province had been assaBsi
bavt- - installed course
nated by bis troops and that the prov
marriage
ince bad declared its Independence oi
the
central government.
sosaya
secretary
who
The welfare
Branding
the prosecution by tbe
naa
evidently
on
froth
ciety guis live
never seen what one of em can do to government as a disgrace and an aid
brace ol mut'nn chops In the privacy to a blackmailing scheme, Federal
Judge Anderson at Chicago ordere
Of the nome
a verdict of not guilty In the famous
Sometimes It happens that a woman case against William Rufus Edwards,
millionaire St. Paul lumberman. Edwill not leave home because she ha
nothing to wear, while her husband wards was accused ot transporting
want to gel away from borne because Miss Ada Cox, a stenographer, to St
Paul from Chicago for Immoral pur
he ha nothing to eat
poses.
A noted psychologist says, that fathers ought to sing to their babies WASHINGTON
News ot the punishment inflicted
But he overlooks tbe psychology of
the fact that modern families live In upon Villa's men was- received with
apartment bousea and that there are manifestations of delight at Gen
Funstcn'a headquarters in San Anothers
tonio, Tex., and an echo of the manner in the form of a message of con
A distinguished visiting clergyman
saya men are no properly appreciated gratulatlon to Gen. Funston from
Something like Secretary Baker. The message said.
until Iheyre dead
tbat has occurred to ua. but Innate "Secretary of war desires you to con
modesty gave tbe other cbaps tba f vey to Gen. Pershing and Col. Dod 1
and command his hearty congratulabenefit o the doubt.
tions on exploit."
A naThe worst Is vet In come
A full investigation of the circumtíowide
la stances ot tbe raid on Columbus, N.
dressmakers
strike
amona the manv plots ol tbe day M . by Villa and his bandits ha been
gainst the toy of living.
ordered by the War Department. Gen.
Funston baa been directed to take the
HM'HriHphla W rice has derided matter up as Boon as Col. Slocum
A
thai rhirkens rannnl he kept in the commanding the Thirteenth cavalry,
residential sections ol the city He and such of hl3 men as took part in
must know the neighbors
repulsing the bandits, return from
n

a

s

ol all the automobllea in
the world are In the United State
We suiMise people In Ihe other conn
trie do not buy automobllea unless
thev can afford them.
Twn-inir-

Mexico.
All foot and mouth disease quaran
tine and restrictions on the shipment
of livestock are removed by an order
issued by the Department of Agricul

ture.

U.

S.

STATE NEWS

"7j

TROOPS
GET SUPPLIES
FROM MEXICANS.

Stomach
A little couh? fío
strength? Tire easily? All
after effects of this dread malady. Yes, they aro catarrhal.
Grip is a catarrhal diroase.
You can never be well as long
as catan-- remains in your system, weakening your whole
body with stagnant blood and
unhealthy secretions.
Back ochP3?

Eggs That Cost 10 Cent a Dozen
When Expedition Started Go to
Western Nnwnpaper Union News RerYlcv.
COMIWÍJ RVftNTS.
April 7. M. E. Oonfeirenne at flnrlnnnr.

50

April l
I'M'Rrpnalve Btata Convention
at Hunt Fe.
April 2ft Republican State Convention
ai AlPuquorque.
July
Cowboys' Reunion at Las
Sept. 7
State Tennl Tournament at
Hoawell.
Oct. J- New Mexico Bankers' Associ
ation Convention at Grand Canon,
Aria.

Vei.

Many

trees were planted

Democrat of Curry county have
named June 10 for theli primary.
A Catholic parochial .school, to cost
at least $2,500, probably will be
v
built In Clayton this year.
A lady burglar haa appeared
In
La Vegas, and the authorities there
are now searching for her.
A prairie fire which started near
Knowlei, In eastern Eddy county, de
stroyed thousand of acres of range.
Earle P. Doyle, of Heaver Dam,
Wis., was electsd
of the
Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce tc
succeed Willard Holt
That Carlsbad people ore prosper
ous la attested by the more than
three-quartof a million dollar on
deposit in its two bank.
The canning factory at Hondale,
Luna county, is being enlarged to
three times it former size to take
care of this year's tomato crop.
Lucius C. Hightower. a teamster,
was found
guilty In the District
Court at Silver City of tne murder ot
bis wife at Tyrone last September.
Over 200 more motor vehicles than
were licensed during the whole of
1915, or a total of over 5,200 are now
registered with the secretary of state.
Impressive and beautiful was the
solemn service solemnized at the
Church of the Holy Faith in Santa
Fe, over the remains of
William T. Thornton.
Typhus, which broke out at Santa
Cross.
Rila several days ago, has claimed
SPORTING NEWS
one victim and now lr tbought to be
The fourth annual renewal of the under control. Tbe first case is im
Mountain Marathon at Denver will proving; the second patient died.
take place on or shortly after MemoA requisition for the return of C.
rial Day this year.
M. Wood, wan'ed In Tucumcarl on a
forty-onFor the first time In the
charge of uttering a worthless check
years of the Kentucky Derby, Clar- and who la now in custody at Kings- ence II. Mackay, noted turfman, has ley, Kan., was issued by Governor
made
nominations for the $15,000 McDonald.
stake.
The Goke-SenCattle Company has
The Brooklyn Nationals were de- received from the ba?ohery In Nefeated, 2 to 1, by the
ashingtoa braska a large number of baby trout
Americans in the first game at Wash- and catfish which will be put in the
ington of the spring interleague big lake at the Park Springs Ranch
series.
near Las Vegas.
Eleven races for a total purse of
The first ' conviction for bootleg
$23,000 will comprise the program for ging since the saloons closed in Clo-vi- s
the annual grand circuit races at
has just teen secured. H. H.
Charter Oak Park, at Hartford, Conn., Crew, who peddled the liquor, was
Sept. 4 to 9.
fined $300 and sentenced to serve JO
Tom Jones, manager for Jess Wll-lur- Jays in Jail.
said that be had refused an ofGeorge S. Hood and wife, pioneer
fer of $30,000 for the heavyweight residents of the San Juan Basin
champion to box ten rounds with died in San Juan county recently
Fred Fulton in Milwaukee.
within four days of each other. Mr.
Hood was 89 years of age, and bis
iENERAL
81. They bad been married 60
Thirty were killed and forty wound wife
year.
ed in a triple wreck on the New York
Ambrosia Tafoya, confiable In the
Central at Amherst, Ohio.
Exports ot domestic merchandise 3an Jose precinct, was bound over to
valued
shipped the grand Jury at East Las Vegas
at $220,24G,021,
receiving preliminary hearing
through the port of .New York during after
1 the charge of killing Eepirion Tru-JillFebruary, established a new record
and dangerously wounding Danin exports for a single month from
iel Urloste.
any American port
"Guilty," wa the verdict brought
It is etated that the line of commu
nications maintained by Sherman In in by the Jury in the case of the State
bis march to the sea has been ex- of New Mexico vs. WiUtam Parsons,
ceeded already in the line stretched charged with embezzling funds colChapel,
by the American troops southward lected tor the Rice
Methodist Episcopal church
Into Mexico.
of Santa Fe.
Americans were aboard seven ships
Española is to have a new bank.
which met with disaster or were atBecause the Santa Crux river is so
tacked by U boats since Germany
started her new submarine campaign, high that children cannot cross it
which was set for March 1, but did otherwise to get to school in that disnot assume serious proportions until trict. County Superintendent John V.
Conway has arranged fir the ferryMarch 15.
It became known at Pittsburg, Pa., ing of the youngsters over In the
that a carload of Ierro manganese, a morning and back In the afternoon.
steel alloy, was sold recently to a A foot bridge at the crossing has
steel manufacturer on the basis of been washed wnv.
by the district
$1,000 a ton,' a record price.
Figures compiled
Before
the war manganese was selling at forester at Albuquerque show a to
$38 a ton.
tal production of lumber in Arizona
R. W. Dickenson, who la said to In 1915 of 75,000,000 bópr.l feet. Sim
have numbered many famous actors liar figures for New Mexico show 'a
and actresses among bis intimate total of CC0O0.O00 feet. In addition,
friends, died at Sioux Falls, S. D. He some 25,000,000 feet in lath and shinhad not worn a hat for a quarter of gles were produced in ti e two states
mills were
a century. He affected the dress of .last year. Fifty-fivas in operation.
a Siberian peasant. He was a student
of mystic cults and a worshiper ot tna
The three hundredth anniversary
sun.
of the death of William Shakespeare
Ruling that labor was not a com will
celebrate! appropriately
be
modity and therefore did not tall un at
New
Mexico State Colthe
der the provisions of the Valentina lege
year. A
Shakespear
this
t
act. Common Plea Judg-ean play. "As You Like It," will
W. S Anderson at Youngstown, Ohlj, be given on April 22, the evening
quashed the Indictments against preceding the three hundredths anni
Judge Elbert H. Gary, the United versary of the author's death, a the
States Steel Corporation and fiv annual student body pr oduction.
other steel companies. ,
New Mexico opened the present
After killing every one of the 172 year with bank deposits aggregating
men In the garrison at Guerrero, $25,309,640.76, or estimating the popFrancisco Villa moved northward on ulation at 400,000, more than $60 for
the 30th, and now is somewhere near every man, woman and child in the
the headwater
of the Santa Maria state. The bank loan.i at the open
river. Tbat unofficial Information was ing of 1916 totaled $23,40'.' 88X.CS.
sent to Gen. Funston In San Anton)-- )
Janos, about forty miles northwest
At the head of a considerable force, of Casas Grandes and on the route
Villa was reported to be on the San taVn by tbe American expeditionary
Gerónimo ranch on the "Quemada
force, was set on fire presumably by
ranch, and troop both of the United a band ot Mexican bandits. Four
States and Mexico were believed i large fires were reported at Colum
be closing in on him. This Informa- bus by American passing near the
tion wa regarded by Gen. Funston town.
and bis staff a probably correct
sec-eta-

Cents When Americans
Pay,

Waatarn Newapapar Union Newe SarKe.
Columbus, Ñ. M. The American

In and
received at about Albequerque on Arbor Day.

A wireless
dispatch
Wellington, N. Z., from the Shackle-toauxiliury
expedition'
Anartlc
ship Aurora reported the vessel at the
time as 250 miles southwest of Port
Chalmers, New Zealand.
At the allies' conference in Paris
It was agreed that Germany should
no longer be allowed to accumulate
her forces separately against any oni
of the allies, but must be met, by
crushing simultaneous action by all
the allies.
Venustiano Carranza, do facto presi
dent of Mexico, has notified Gen. P.
Ellas Calles, military governor of Sonora, of his approval of a decree promulgated several weeks ago by Calles,
disfranchising all "enemies ot the
government," according to Consul
Ives G. Lelevier at Douglas, Ariz.
The war has so far cost Holland a
clear $140,000,000. Further, reckoning
the demands of the Intervening period
at $8,000,000 a month tbe new minister of finance, Dr. Anton van Gyn,
estimates that by Aug. 1 next a sum
of $180,000,000 will bave been spent
on the mobilized land and sea force.
Of 30,000 Serbian relugees who, fol
lowing tbe invasion of their country
by the Teutonic allies, headed southward, only 8,000 succeeded in reaching Salonikl, all the others having
perished of cold and hunger on the
way, according to a report received
from Mile. Comte of Geneva, representative at Salonikl of the Swiss Red

CÓ0STED

FOOD FíiiCES

Nelldoff,

e

Tbe dov, of peace gets moat of tbe ABOUT THE WAR
advertising, but tbe atork managea to
Austrian and Italians engage In
heavy battle at Oorlzla.
deliver tbe gooda
Berlin reports assert Russians bave
Tbe high price of quinine la not lost 80,000 men in drive.
causing bait aa much alarm as the
Russians make gains from Germans
blgb price of gasoline.
near Lake Naroci and on Oglnski
canal.'
Too many men Insist on coupling
Five more ships attacked by GerTberes no place like borne" wltn man
and United' States plana
"Better late than never."
decisive action.
Five Zeppelin airships raided the
Diplomacy sometime asserts Itself
m tbe art of prolonging an argument eastern counties of England, according to an official announcement at
until It wears Itself out.
Of all glad words of tongue or pen.
tbe gladdeat at thle season are

LI Do It AL.

ry

er

e

a

o

n

dollar rapidly Is finding a place In
the bands of tbe people of northern
Chihuahua, according to boldlcrs and
civilians arriving at the border from
Gen. J. J. Pershing's headquarters. It
was pointed out tbat the people of the
districts through which the American
troof passed at first were coldly
friendly, but as they found that the
Americans did not commandeer their
livestock and food sujriles a have
Mexican armies passing through tbe
same district, their courtesy and
friendliness Increased.
The price, too. Increased as the in
habitants found tbat the Americans
had money and were willing to spend
it to satisfy their wants. An example cited was that eggv were readily
purchased for 10 cent a dozen by the
first troops passing through La As
cención,
but now the price has
reached 60 cents a dozen and showed
signs of raising higher.
Tbe arrivals said that the word
that the Americans desired produce
and would pay for it, passed rapidly
from town to town and tbat farmer
had their wagons drawn up in the
main streets of La Ascención, Colonia Diaz and Casas Grandes by the
time the second detachn ent of troops
reached those places.
Lieut. H. A. Dargue of the aero
plane corps left here on the first trip
from Columbus to Casa Grandes in
established aero disthe recently
patch line.

You Need

PERUNA

It's the one tonic for the after
effects of grip, because it is a
catarrhal treatment of proved
excellence. Take it to clear
away all the effects of grip, to
tone the digestion, clear up the

inflammed membranes, regulate the
bowels, and set you on the highway
to complete recovery.
Perhaps one or more of your
Wends have found it valuable.
Thousands of people In every state
have, and have told us of it. Many
thousands more have been bulped
at critical timet by this reliable
family medicine.
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The higher a man climb the harder
will be his fall it he falls.
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elothes. ose Red Croas Bag Blue. At all
good grocer. Adv.

Our idea of a fool man

tries to bullyrag an

one who

1

old bulL

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant PelleU are the
original little liver pills nut ud 40 venra
Tbey regulate liver and bowelav Adf .

ago.

Ely Announce
for Governor.
It has boen estimated that it would
Santa Fe Ralph C. Ely, chairman take ten years to write a detailed acof the Republican state central com- count of the war up to the present
mittee, announced himself as a can- time.
didate for the Republican nomination
for governor against Secundio Ro
mero and H. O. Bursum. Ely Is a res
!
ident of Demlng but at present makes
his headquarters at Santa Fe. He is
worry
back.
bad
a
Don't
about
receiver of the New Mexico Cestral
Get rid of it. Probably your kidrailway.
neys are out of order. Resume sensible habits and heip the kidneys.
Convention at Albuquerque.
Then, kidney backache will go;
also the dizzy spells, lameness, stiffSanta Fe The call tor the first
ness, tired feelings, nervousness,
Republican state convention, at Alrheumatic pains and bladder troubuquerque, April 25, which has beeo
Kidney Pills.
bles. Use Doan
Issued by Chairman Ralph C. Ely, of
Thousands recommend them.
the state central committee, speci
fies that the county conventions
New Mexico Case
called for the purpose ot selecting
Mr. H. Adair,
delegates to the state convention
823
8. Edith Bt.,
A I b u querqua, N.
shall be held not later than April 20.
Méx., says: "I had
pain In my back,
below my shoulder
Typical Definition of Mexico.
blade. When I waa
A negro sergeant, a vet
on my - feet or
Columbus
walking- around, I
Infantry,
eran of the Twenty-fourtdidn't feel the
says: "I have been In nearly very
trouble, but the
minute I eat down,
land. But in this part ot Mexico
the D a I n bevn-water;
)n box of Doan'
there are more rivers anl leas
Kidnev
more cows and less milk, and further
brought
use
relief.
them occasionI
to look and less to see than any
ally, aa 1 And need of them and they
always live quick and aura relief."
country I have ever known."
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Pilla

Cal Daaa's at Aay Store.

Villa Lieutenant Died In Hospital.
the Vliia
Doming Ellas Mires,
lieutenant, who was shot througn
the head during the raid on Colum.
bus on March 9, died at the
Of the wounded prisoners
who were brought here after the
raid, only Juan Sanchez and Jesus
Paix now survive. They are expect
ed to recover.
court-bouse-

Governor Appoints Notaries.
Santa Fe Governor McDonald appointed John M. Moore, Jr., of Albuquerque, G. Garcia, of Las Vegas,
and George Edmonds of Hachita, notaries public.
Bishop Confirm Cas.
Ftederick B
Fe Bishop
Howden, of the Episcopal diocese ol
Whit Sunday
New Mexico, wilUon
confirm a larga class in St Andrew's
church at Roswell in the forenoon
and In the Artesia church in the eve
ning.

Santa

Indian Girl's Dead Body Found.
Gallup The dead body of an Indian girl, about 18 years of age, wat
found about ten miles east of Gallup,
near the road. The girl had been assaulted and then beaten to death b
being struck on the head with a

anti-trus-

Silver City Get Third Bank.
Silver City A third bank, the
Union Exchange, will open In SHver
Clty about Ma.' 1.
Santa Fe Cashier bead.
Santa Fe E. S. Hindsley, for tht
past five year cashier at the SanU
Fe station here, la dead He had re
turned from a visit to bis tormei
home in Topeka, and expected to re
sume his duties..
.
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DENVER. COLO.
Liquor and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific count ot medicado.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief

Permanent Cure

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
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fail Purely vegeta
act surely
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Dut gently on

the liver.
Stop after
dinner

m
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m PILLS.
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dis-

tresscure

!

indigestion,'
improve the complexion, brighten the eye.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

tone.
New Bank at Mill.
Santa, Fe The- - Citizens' State
capital
Bank, ot Mills, with a paid-uof $25,000, filed articles of incorporation with the SUte Corpora- - tion
Commission.
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Capital Stock Increased.
Santa Fe An amendment file.
with the Stat Corporation Commis
slon by tbe Siler City Savings Bank
Increases the capital stock of that in
stituUon from $15.000 to $25,000.
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WESTERN LIBERAL.

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
Da Intaréa para toda la gante
da Nuevo Mexico.

HIP DRAPERY PUZZLES

lnHTTA S. RATNOM),
IAH.HKAHAM MnM A K V.

STOP EATING fEAT IF
KIDNEYS OH BACK HURT

W.

ed by the growing acceptance of pan

Take a Class of Salts to Clean Kid
ney If Bladder Bother You
niers and farthingales, and gather
Meat Form Urlo Acid.
and plaits over the hips.
Thore Is really not so much cause
Eating moat regularly eventually
for anxiety as there seems to be on
American typ- e- produce kidney trouble In some form
The
surface.
the
Little Need for Real Disquietude Over that is, the woman with the broad or other, says a
authority,
the Matter It May Safely Be Left
shoulders, long waistline and flattened because the urlo acid In meat excite
Dreia-""
to the 6kitl of the
hips need not worry about .anything the kidneys, they become overworked;
maker.
In fashions; her slim hips solve all get sluggish; clog up and cause all
problems, for after all, the great bat- sorts of distress, particularly backache
What do the women think of the tle of fashions during the centuries and misery tn the kidney region; rheunew styles for 1916? I have asked has been a question of whether or not matic twinges, severe headaches, acid
stomach, constipation, torpid liver,
hundreds of them, and the only sum- you bulge out below the waist.
ming up that can be made from the
However, every woman cannot hold sleeplessness, bladder and uninary Ir
various answers la a decided anxiety herself up as the American typo. She ritation.
The moment your back hurts or kidhas all tbo curves that she Is belr to,
and diet, mental science and dancing ney aren't acting right, or if bladder
cannot always reduce the curve that bother you, get about four ounces of
for generations was considered worn lad Salt from any good pharmacy;
an'a chief beauty and is now consld take a tablespoonful in a glass of
water before breakfast for a few day
ered her chief handicap.
The reason that the women with and your kidney will then act fine.
curves need not worry about Ibis In- This famous salts Is made from the
coming fashion for hip draperies acid of grapes and lemon Juice, comwhich is C rail y established, already, bined with Hthla, and has been used
is that the dressmakers have enough for generation to flush clogged kidskill at their fingers' ends to make neys and stimulate them to normal
activity; also to neutralize the acids In
the fashion becoming to them.
Naturally, when the hips are ex- the urine so it no longer Irritates, thus
tended, the Jackets are short; and in ending bladder disorders.
Jad Salts cannot Injure anyone;
the spring of 1916, their very shortness will be used as a way of dis- makes a delightful effervescent llthla-watedrink which millions of men and
tending the hip line. Not one of them
hangs straight down to the waist; women take now and then to keep the
they are all fluted out to give the ap- kidneys and urinary organ clean, thus
pearance of ruffs a trick which al- avoiding serious kidney disease. Adv.
lows the skirt drapery to expand, as
A Liberal Lad.
it Is meant to do.
Caller Well, Bobble, I suppose
Here Is another Important foature when
you grow ud you'll follow in
of the majority of the new coats; your
footsteps?
father's
to
they hang open in front In order
Bobble How can I? Pop's an avia
show a great splash of barbarlo color,
placed beneath the front of the blouse tor.
at the waist line.
CLEAR RED PIMPLY FACES
When separate blouses are worn
not wash ones, but ornate ones this
through a wide belt Red Hands, Red Scalp With Cutleura
Black Silk and Pink Plumes Are Used effect is obtained
ornamentation
brilliant
Soap and Ointment. Trial Free.
has
this
that
Long
to Reconstruct a Bonnet of
in front It is difficult to say whether
Ago for Present Day Fashion.
The soap to cleanse and purify, the
this work la Asiatic, American, Indian
concerning the problem of hip drap or Russian. It is usually , made of Ointment to soothe and heal. Nothing
glass beads In barbaric colors with better, quicker, safer, surer at any
ery.
Every woman comes back to this, no splashes of Chinese embroidery. Some- price for Bkin troubles of young or
matter how great a field you may take times the entire ornament Is Chinese. old that Itch, burn, crust, Bcale, tor
her through regarding the rest of the Some of these belts might have been ture or dlBflgure. Besides, they meet
every want In toilet preparations.
fashions. She Is startled and disturb worn by Genghis Khan.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutleura, Dept. L,
CHARMING COSTUME
BoBton.
Sold everywhere. Adv.
ENAMEL THE BUREAU DRAWER
MATTER Of FASHION THAT
MAKING WOMEN UNEASY.

Mtwppftpar 1?nlnn News Serrlca.

Nuevo Mexico. '
Eepafiola temí ra un nuevo banco.
Mucho árboles fueron plantados en
y alrededor de Albuquerque el día de

"Arbor."
Los demócratas del condado de
Curry ban designado el 10 de Junio
para sus elecciones primarlas.
Una mujer ladrona blzo su apari
ción en Las Vegas, y las autoridades
do allí la están ahora buscando.
Una escuela católica de parroquia,
que costará á lo menos $2,500, proba
bicroente será construida en Clayton
este año.
Earle-- P. Doyle, de Beaver Dam,
"Vv'íb., fuá elegido secretarlo de la Cámara de comercio de Santa Vé suce
diendo asi á Williard Holt.
Lucius C. Hlghtower, un tronquista.
fué hallado culpable en la corte de
distrito en Silver City dol aseninato
de au esposa en Tyrone, en septiembre p. pasado.
Un Incendio do peraderlas que tuvo
su principio cerca de Knowles, en la
reglón este del condado de Eddy, destruyó millares de acres de montes
poblados de madera.
Solemne y hermoso fué el servicio
celebrado en la iglesia de la Santa Fe
en la ciudad de este nombre, en memoria de loa restos del ex gobernador
William T. Thornton.
Una de las razones porque los habi
tantes de Carlsbad deben de ser ricos
es la presencia en los dos bancos de
la ciudad de un depósito de tres cu
artos de un millón de pesos.
Más de 200 motores en exceso de los
que fueron licenciados durante el en
tero año de 1915, ó sea un total de
mas de 15,200 están ahora registrados
en la Oficina del secretarlo de estado.
La estación de Dog Canyon, dies
millas sud de Alamogordo, en el ferrocarril de El Paso & Suroeste fué renombrado Valmont. La oficina de
correos de allí recibió el nombre de
'

.

Shamrock.
El Gobernador McDonald dió órden
para que se devuelva á C. M. Wood,
requerido por la Justicia en Tucumcari
bajo poder de las autoridades de la
valor y que está ahora en custodia en
Klngsley, Kan.
La fábrica de materias alimenticias
en Hondale, condado de Luna, va á

IS

estar agrar decida á tres veces más
de lo que fui hasta hoy, á fin de poder

tomarse cargo de la cosecha de toma
tes de este año.
La fiebre tifoidea, que, se declaró
en Santa Rita hace algunos días, hizo
una victima; mas ahora parece estar
bajo oder de las autoridades de la
salud. El primer caso está en curso
de convalecencia: murió el primer pa
líente.
Cattle Company reLa Goke-Sencibió de la estación de pescadería? de
Nebraska gran número de pececitos,
truchas y '"catfish" (barbo), que tendrán su libertad en el lago grande
del rancho de Park Springs, cerca de
Las Vegas.
La primera condenación por venta
de licores desde que fué vigente la ley
rió Drohibición
en Clovls acaba de
pronunciarse. H. H. Crow quien vea
día la borrachera, se vió Infligir la
multa de $300 y la pena de treinta
días en la cárcel.
William E. Smith de Dallas, Tex.
arrestado con otros dos hombres el
17 de enero en Clayton, acusado de
tener en su posesión tres automóviles
robados en Denver, y quien al llegar
en esta ciudad, dió una fianza de I50U
que violó la semana siguiente, serla,
se dice, arrestado en su ciudad natal.
Janoa, alrededor de cuarenta millas
noreste de Casas Grandes, y en el ca
mino tomado por la expedición ameri
cana, fué quemado en un incendio pro
bablemente causado por algunos banCuatro incendios
didos méjicanos.
grandes ae reportaron en Columbus
por Americanos pasando cerca de la
a

.

población.

El trescentésimo aniversario de la
muerte de Shakespeare se celebrará
en debida forma en el Colegio de es
tado de Nuevo Méjico este año. Una
" Shakespearénlca.
representación
'Como le parece á Usted," se dará el
24 de abril, la tarde precediendo al
aniversario trescentésimo de la muerte del gran autor, como producción
anual del cuerpo de estudiantes,
A causa de que el rio de Santa Crus
está tan crecido que los muchachos
de la escuela no pueden cruzarlo de
otra manera para Ir á la escuela de
ese distrito, e) superintendente de escuela, de condado John V. Conway ha
arreglado las cosas para que se trasporten los muchachos en una barca
al otro lado por la mañana y por la
tarde. Las aguas se llevaron un puente sobre ese rio.
George S. Hood y esposa, unos de
loa primero residentes del valle de
San Juan, fallecieron eu el condado de
San Juan hace poco, cuatro dlaa el
uno después del otro. El Sr. Hood
tenia 89 años de edad, y su esposa 81.
Ellos hablan sido casados por CÜ años.
"Culpable," fué el veredicto presen-tad- i
por ei Jurado en el caso del estado de Nuevo Méjico en contra de
Wintara Parsons acusado de apropiarse fraudulentamente los fondos cobrados por la Capilla de Eloey la
Methodist Epl
iglesia
copal de Santa Fá.
n
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Much Is gained If, Instead of making
linings or pads for the bureau draw
ers, the drawers themselves are made
dainty and ready for the receptacles
of articles.
First give the Inside as many coat
of white paint as is necessary to give
a clear white tone, and then a coat of
white enamel. This gives a perfectly
smooth surface, which is fresher than
any other lining could bo.
The drawer look neat and attrac
tive, and when cleaning is desired a
simple wiping with a damp cloth pro
duces perfect croanUneus.
The same idea could be carried out
with all shelves, cupboards and draw
ers in the house, whether for linen,
china" or kitchen utensils. They are
more easily cared for than when ar
ranged with other covers. This proc
ess makes a good substitute for the
highly recommended glass shelves.
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$6,000,000

Deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledged.

Roadsters, Touring Cars
A Full And Complete Line of Accessories

At All Times

Official Agents For "Pep"
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
And Silver City. Save Time And Money
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Headquarters at the

Make Your

"Vendóme

Hotel

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
Steam Heat. Hot, and Cold Water. Electric lights.
PKIVATK UATilS. REASONABLE RATKS

Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining
Homes on the Eas Payment Plan
Contractor, Builder, Estimator
Plans and Estimating Free

Salt From Hawaii.
One of the minor products of the
lawaiian islands Is salt, the output
for 1915 having been 2,400 tons, val
ued at $8 a ton. Most of the salt pro
duced In the Islands is the output of
the Honolulu Salt company, whose
product is confined to coarse salt and
manufactured entirely by natural evaporation, no vacuum pans, kettles or
grainers being used.
Lacks Initiative.
"lB your boy doing well in busl- nessT
'I'm afraid not answered Mr. Cob- bles.
"I understand you gave him a good

in

The Ford Agency

Mining Wedges made and Sold

Mining Timbers Framed.

ARTHUR W. HOUCK

Assayer and Chemist
GEORGE W.

Assayer and Chemist
Agent for Ore Shippers
at. the Douglas Smelters.

CAMERON

GOLD AM

BepreientKttve For Rh'ntw to the

Sn

SOS

So I did, but he expects me to stay
behind him all the time and keep push

rranclaen nr. Kl Paio,
P. O. mix 4HO

DOUGLAS,

Terrell
A. W. Moríiingstar,

WISE HOSTESS
Won Her Guest to Postum.

"Three great coffee drinkers were
friend and her two
daughters.
"They were always complaining and
taking medicine. I determined to give
them Postum instead of coffee when
they visited me, so without saying
anything to them about it, I made a
big pot of PoBtum the first morning.
"Before the meal was half over,
each one passed up her cup to be re
filled, remarking how tine the 'cortee'
was. The mother asked for a third
cup and Inquired as to the brand of
coffee I used. I didn't answer her
skirt, question Just then, for I heard her say
The return of the distinctively coat accompanied a short plaited
marked waist was inevitable when and the gauntlet gloves were In stone a while before that she didn't like Pos
tum unless It was more than half
once redingotes had been accepted by gray doeskin.
coffee.
the average woman.
Waists Are Large.
"After breakfast I told her that the
The redingote, like the Louis XIV
Waists are comfortably large, occa 'coffee' she liked so well at breakfast
coat, is cloBe titting at bust and waist.
sionally fitted with snugness, but not was pure Postum, and the reason she
It is bo shaped that It molda the figure, and it does not look smart or at- really compressed. Collars offer wide liked it was because It was properly
all around made. "
tractive unless strongly marked curves variety. They are highany
one of a
high In the back and of
I have been brought up from a
are in evidence.
medium
In
front,
cuts
low
dozen
half
bust
rounded
a
nervous, wretched invalid, to a fine
demands
A redingote
condition of physical health by leav
and moderately rounded hips; the low all around.
A good ninny fichu arrangements ap
ing off coffee and using Postum.
same may be said of Louis XIV coats.
becoming ana
"I am doing all I can to help the
And these are the two most popular pear, but they aro the
are
draped
fichus
that
skillfully
very
world from coffee slavery to Postum
outer garments of the present season.
surplice
demure
freedom, and have earned the grati
A beautiful little Louis XIV coat not so trying as the
tude of many, many frlonds." Name
which illustrates what has Just been fichu of earlier days..
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
said was seen a short while ago. It
Checks, Checks, Checks.
Mich.
was of stone gray material, and the
ideas.
spring
of
one
the
are
Checks
lining wa a rich chintz silk which
Postum comes in two forms:
wool
suits
checked
some
showed deep orange and black flowers There were
Postum Cereal the original form
moro
many
are
this winter"; but there
must be well boiled. 15c and 25c
on an Ivory ground.
also
are
The big buttons were In mother of of them this spring. There taffetas, pkgs.
pearl. They were "knobby," like all some very attractive chocked
Instant Postum a soluble powder
a littlo lace dissolves
quickly in a cup of hot wa
the mother of pearl buttons of the trimmed with cording and
muslin.
and
coat
present hour. The basque of the
ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes
was very full at the hem, but at the
a delicious beverage Instantly. 30c
Child's Summer Frock.
and 60c tins.
waist the little garment was quite
Natural colored pongee trimmed
tisrht.
Both forms are equally delicious and
cost about the same per cup.
Immense patch pocket appeared on with brown wash silk is an excellent
summer
child
a
for
combination
deep
were
either side, and there
'There' A Reason" for Postum.
old by Grocer.
ver adorned with pearl button. Tula Irock. .

Makes Demand for Curves

3;S 10th St.
AKIZONA.

Box 392

T.

ing.'

very charming creation is this com'
bination of georgette crepe and nov
elty silk. The broad collar la of
The
creDO. aa weM a the fluting.
flowers and button are of silk. Leg
horn hat, covered with gray faille
and trimmed with soft ostrich feath
check
er. The ekirt with It huge
reminds one very much of the divided riding skirts worn by the cow
girl of the western prairie.
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Milling Machine "Work
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New Colors in Middies.
The middy for young girls has made
inore and more of a place for itself,
E'en the long and really ungraceful
smock of last year has grown into a
middy by appearing mu shorter this
year and without so much fullness, so
no belt Is necessary. Plain reseda
green with white collars and cuffs,

pink or light blue
also the
are in the spring showings In one shop
for $1.25. really lovely colors, and in
another shop for the same price are
broad striped ones, brown and white,
black and white and green and white.
The short smocks come in heavenly
pastel shades, smocked In white and
big white polka dots are embroidered
on the collar. These cost $2.98. The
real yearning of a tailor made girl
enea to a white flannel middy Nor
folk with plaits and wonderfurpockota and all beautifully tailored. It
costs $5.

f
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4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.

Correaponrtanoc

Big families are the exception now
Instead of the rule. But there is the
Sarnla family of Woodland. Cal. The
head of the household, Lucio Sarnla,
children.
Is the parent of twenty-fotf- r
The last, but probably not least, of bis
flock has Just arrived, and Is lined up
on the side of the brother minority.
girls
Sarnia is the father of twenty-onand three boys, and has been married
years old, while
twice. He is sixty-twhis wife is but twenty. Notwithstanding her youthfulness, she Is the moth
er of five children.

J

rewidrnt,

CAPITAL AN1 ftl'UPLUS

Big Families Scarce.

Ti

i

First National Bank
EL PülSO,
.,
TXxiited. States Depository

r

Much Cleaner Than the Employment
of Linings and Pad and Far
More Dainty.

K1M1AH W. KATSFH. Caahiar
liuklw
WAI.TKH M. KUI l.kK.
Q. T, MOtiHR

.
Vlf--

t.

THE

well-know-

Wwlra

L. TOOl.ur.

mEILVER

ATTORNEY AT LAW
'
LORDSBURG,
MW MfcXICO.

my old school

M. M.

CROCKER. M.D..

phvulciitn unit Mnrrena.
r let RurjPuu Southern PhHAo lind Art
New Mexico Hilruttir, duifeon to
ton
4inrivnii CunsotiOated topper o,
-

new mexioo

Will be at Lordsburg at the oitlce of
C. W Marsallx, on the first and third
SATURDAY of each month for the

onvenlence of clients
MORNINGSTAR & AUGUSTINE

Insurance
Leading Companies Scottish
Union, Firemen' i, Connecticut

DIM

IjOHDBBUKO

city

NewMbiioo.

PALETINI5

HOME,

Coperas

Your Business Solicited

Custom Assay Office

Sulpüuric Mill

Critchett

Clifton
Made from the celebra-eOres. Free from Antimony and Ar

&

REF'KK.SENTAT1VE

EI.KCTRICAL BNKROV.
Gives more satisfactory result In
Reduction Works than ai.y Chemicals
IIK1H

is the market
A Ion i? freight haul saved to the
consumers In both stales, Arizona
and New Mex.
Prices In competition with the
Eastern Mailels.

Copper Co.
Arizona
RL1KTON. AH1ZUNA.
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.

for Rheumatism. Sbmuach Trouble,
Kidney Ailmnts, InilamatloiiH,
Ar-en-

Hardening. Locomotor Ataxia,
Nervous Breaking etc. lVrfect Treatment, l'erfec (Mímale. Health, Mea-ture- ,
Large Modern Hocel. Booklet.
T. U. MoDbkmott.

WHITE and ANDREWS
at Lw

WASHINGTON LOAN & TRUST BUII.DINO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Hprclat uttentlon to public Land nd Minina ens-- r
before the General Land Offtc and Interior
Department
PATENT VOR INVENTIONS

Ferguson

ls

senic.

Attorney

Black

&

LAWYEES

FOR ORE SHIPPERS

El Taso. Texaa.

P. O. Vox

712

Feed

Livery Stable

&
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m
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BURNsfw
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I Dr. R. E. BDVENS
DKNTAli SUIMIE0N.
Offk? Brown II lock
rymmkt tit.

Permanently Located.
LORDBBÜKG, MKW MEXICO.
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WESTERN LIBERAL
PUBLISHED FRIDAYS.
FORMS CL08B THURSDAY EVENING
I Lord. hunt. Nrw
Entrrtd at th Trait OfAr
Mexico, at Second Clam Mail Matter
By FAR18 V. BUSH.

Editar and Owner
PRICES
SUBSCRIPTION
Three Month
- 1.7
Bis Month
00
On Year
Subscription Alwar Parabl In Advance.

April

7. 1916

efforts that are
THE frantic
made to have the New Mex-

ico National Guard placed in readiness to meet a possible call to act
in the defense of the country recall some pertinent facts about the
attempt of Governor McDonald to

WALNUT WELLS
Don Phelps, of Cloverdale, has
been noticed recently hovering
around his claim in our midst.
R. L. Keith is a visitor to Silver
City this week, attending the dis-

trict court and seeing to business
affairs.

Mr. Williams of Texas is stopping at the Keith ranch this week
prospecting for a location for himself and several sons.
Our immediate border, left exposed for some tin., is again pretty well protected by cavalry patrols, located at Alamo Hueco and
at Culbertson's ranch.'
Victorio Land & Cattle Co. are
m:tking some valuable improve
ments at High Line.
John Beal of Cloverdale passed
through this community a few days
ago, moving to his old home at

have this accomplished four years
ago, when he tried to have a bill
psissed in the state legislature pro- Deming.
viding for an emergency appropriation that might be used by the
W'e were visited last Thursday
governor in case affairs developed .night by a beautiful snow, followas some people at that time be- ed by a couple of freezes, that did
lieved they might in Mexico, making it necessary for the state of
New Mexico to act promptly and
decisively in the protection of her
people.
In April, 1912, John Baron Eurg
introduced House Bill No. 108,

"An act to provide funds to enable the governor to exercise his
of
powers as commander-in-chie- f
the military forces of the state.
This bill provided an appropriation of about $14,000, to be used
by the governor in case of necessity for the National Guard, such
part of it as might be required, and
the remainder to be used at his dis
cretion. This really was to pro
vide means for patrolling the
southern part of the state in case
conditions developed here that
would make it unsafe for the people
of this locality.
On May, 1, 1912, this bill passed
the house by a vote of 39 to 1. It
then went to the senate, and so far
as can bi discovered, nothing fur
ther was ever heard of it. Nothing is shown in the senate journal that any action was ever taken in regard to the bill, and the
presumption is that it was allowed
to die in committee.
Had this measure been passed,
as Governor McDonald desired at
that time, the National Guard of
New Mexico would have been in a
better state of preparedness today
to handle any difficulties that
might arise, but the shortsighted
opposition to the governo's policies and the deliberate blocking of
a measure that had his approval
have left the state militia
jn a state of unreadiness at a time
when, above all others, it should
have been in the highest possible
state of efficiency.
: Don't confine your dress-u- p
activities to your dress alone. Dress
up the front yard, the back alley,
the broken fence, the children, the
chicken coop, the store and the office. A pot of paint, a brush, a
hammer and a few nails, and a
n
rake will work wonders.
gar-Ce-

SWAT THE FLY

Let us clean up the town, swat
the flies and make Lordsburg a
more attractive place to live in.
Cover your garbage can and alk
your neighbor to do the same.
Buy no food from stores where

you see many flies.
Powdered hellebore mixed with
water and Bprinkled over manure
will destroy the flies before they

r

ANIMAS STATION
not look near so well, as we lost
Judge O. G. King motored to
all cur fruit together with our
Lordsburg Monday, where he atsmall plants.
tended the meeting of the Odd FelMrs. R. L. Keith is visiting rela- lows.
Taz Gallman was a visitor at the
tives in Alamogordo.
Ration last Sunday.
Shiloh Krebaum and wife have
II. E. DeLaney, who was on his
returned to their ranch in the way to Hachita, was at the station
hills west of Hachita.
Wednesday evening.
W. W. Gibson and Mr. Wethet-o- n
Ma'ssey
M. L.
spent several days
of the Upper Valley were in
during the past week in the hills
last week.
doing location work for the Park- town
Samuel Ward, a resident of the
ers.
Valley for nine years, has sold his
Mrs. Emma' Jackson and children place to the Diamond A company,
and left for Tecumseh, Okla.,
spent Sunday at Alamo Hueco.
where he will make his home.
Ernest Cane, who for the last
The regular meeting of the
several years has made his home at Woodmen was held in the school
the Keith ranch, has gone to El house on Saturday evening. A good
Paso for an indefinite stay. '
crowd was present. The oTder is
M. C. Evans has moved to the exepecting to receive Several new
in the near future.
the old Claney place while the ex- members
S. R. Dunagan and Bert Hatcitement of war is on.
field motored to Lordsburg on the
Frank Burgett is in Hachita tem- 25th, returning the next day.
George Godfrey was an Animas
porarily employed at the garage.
visitor,Thursday.
'
Augustus E. Lard is rusticating
Guernsey Adams was over from
around Deming at the present writ- Playas Sunday.
ing.
J. O. Burgett, wife and daughter, mótored over to the Massey
ranch on Sunday afternoon.
'
--

on one thing, if on no other. They all prohibit
the sale of alum baking powders.

There must be a good reason for this.
It is because alum was found to be
un-health-

Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder is
made of cream of tartar, derived from
grapes, a natural food product, and contains no alum nor other questionable ingredients.
DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER
MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR
DERIVED FROM GRAPES

STUDY IT FROM THIS ANGLE
Consider the importance of getting your college
education in the region where you expect to live
and earn and build, after college days are over.
WILL IT BE IN THE GREAT SOUTHWEST?

THE NEW MEXICO

getting your education at

STATE

UNIVERSITY

you are also learning conditions, men, resources
and opportunities, and forming acquaintances
certain to be of value in after life.
Remember, that if you go to an eastern college
you have these lessons to learn and these relations
to form AFTER, and not during college days.
SAVE PRECIOUS TIME AND LABOR AND
GET BOTH AT ONCE.
INVESTIGATE

OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU AT

THE UNIVERSITY
Address

OF

IS

R.

D.

UOYD,

NEW

MEXICO

Catalogue Now Ready
President, Albuquerqne,

New Mexico

are hatched.

One-hapound of hellebore
mixed with 10 gallons of water is
sufficient to kill the larvae in 8
bushels, or 10 cubic feet of manure. It will not harm chickens,
or lessen the fertilizing value of
lf

Read the Stories of

avinos Accounts
In This Week's Liberal
:Our

Savings Bank Department
'

Will Open Soon

ing the screen at the Star theatre

from start to finish, showing exciting railroad life. There will be
two more episodes of the "Diamond
J'cora the Sky."

Everything
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Deliveries

W. F. RITTER

Representing Leading Insurance Companies
Sherwin-William- s
Paints

Lordsburg

as,

r-

Mullarkey

PUMPKIN HILL ITEMS
Business Notice
People having business to transact with the editor of the Pumpkin
Hill News are requested to knock
on the door before entering the ofEverybody elpe welcome.
fice.
Office hours every day between
meals, except Sundays and holidays, when we eat all day. These
orders will be strictly carried out
by the office devil, who also carries
out the ashes.
O. U. SQUASH

INSURANCE

:

Cleaning, Pressing, Altering

-.
Agency at 85 Mine

4

Mil

Duncan
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HOTEL

LORDSBURG

OfflCS,

.A. 1
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EL PASO, TEXAS

BUILDERS' MATERIALS

'

Pumpkin Hill i3 coming to the
front. Our mayor gave his pipe
a coat of paint on Monday.

BUILDING

The Pumpkin Hill Bras3 Band
furnished music for the rooster
fight on Bill Mutton's ranch on
Wednesday, and the roosters were
so inspired by the music that they
retired and expired. The presi
dent of the Pumpkin Hill Ladies
Hair Pulling Club allows that it
would be a mighty good idea to
have the band play at the meetings above the slaughter house every Wednesday.

EQUIPMENT

Write for our Catalogue.

It's for

You

BUY IK EL PASO

Fireman Fired
Flimsy Hotcake, who has been
firing all the engines on the Slowpoke railroad, got ' fired himself
Saturday. The night man's wife
saw Flimsy slip a lump of coal .in
his vest pocket as he stole out of
Si Rubbins' lodge hall, which is
being used as a train shed by the
company. Flimsy's pocket has
been sent away to Pickleville for
chemical analysis and these same
show that it had been used as a
coal hod for several weeks.
We
are told that walking papers are
being isued at this writing. Flimsy informs us that he dreads going
on the rock pile, as the dampness
in the quarry affects his granulated eyelids. We advise him to have
them pulverized.

Under New Management

Centr stl Bar
L.

J. MORRIS, HARRY WRIGHT
PROPRIETORS

Fine Grade of Bottled Goods and
Cigars, Wines and all classes of
Fancy Liquors. Keg Beer on Tap
Your

Patronage

Sunday morning one of Slim
Plug's ponies in some unaccountable manner, climbed the stairs in 8 WCOCOOOOOOOOCOOOOÜOOOOOC
his livery stable and ate all of the
slough grass out of Brainy Gord's
bed tick, while Brainy and his wife
were in the back yard chloroforming cats. Nobody knew anything
about the missing slough grass until Brainy threw himself down on
the bed that night and the profuse
rattling of his bones on the bare
bed slats notified the people of
Pumpkin Hill and vicinity.
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WHERE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION

Solicited

X

XX

XX

LISTEN TO THE CALL OF
OLD OCEAN, where the Joy of liv-

AT THE STAR
One of the finest serial pictures
ever shown in Lordsburg is hold-

on Tuesday nights, when "The Girl
and the Game" is shown in two
reels. The picture is a thriiler

c-

LUMBER

Three factors injyour Existance Supplied with the Best

8

the manure.

POWER OF THE UNIONS
The power of the railroad
unions is very great It remains
to be seen whether it is great
enough to precipitate a condition
of universal want and misery
among the workers of the country
without creating a sentiment on
the part of the public which even
the most completely fortified
element of society might well
hesitate to inspire.
If the railroad unions present
their demands, if the railroads
refuse, if arbitration fails, and if
a general strike should ensue,
this nation would lose more in
three weeks than it could possibly
gain in forty years of rate juggling.

r,

:

Parlors

England, Germany and
France Agree

Remember, while

-'

COAL

First National Bank
LORDSBURG,

NEW MEXICO

ing, the charm of health, and the
pleasures of recreation are all
combined.
Pack your grip and
come to the coast for a few weeks,
during the hot summer months,
where you can enjoy the fine, bracing and invigorating air of the seashore. The HOTEL NORTHERN,
of Los Angeles, a new and modern
fireproof building, elegantly furnished, moderately priced, is situated Just two blocks from the elee
trie railway státion where trains
leave every few minutes for the
many popular seashore resorts surrounding this city, and close to II
the large department stores, theaters, cafes, etc., which make It a
very Ideal place to stay during your
vacation. The guests at the Hotel
Northern are amongst the most delightful people one could meet, and
the huge lobby offers a common
meeting place for congenial people, and by its social pleasures one
iorgets the cares and worries of I
business back home.
Our auto bus meets all trains, 1
taking you to and from the station
without charge. Free garage and
parking- accommodation! for your

I
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Always The Best
Of What?

!
k

'
.

Fine bottled wines, and all classes f
I
i of Liquors. A special holiday line of I
1
WHISKEY - W.XNES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beerin town call
at tHe Clifton Bar. Always Exc ellent 1

automoDiles.

Write lor fojders, rates, reservations.
NORTHERN HOTEL CO.,
Los Angeles, California.
,

j
I
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S. BROWN,

P roprietor

.

f

Protect Yourself and Family

Change of Date of Sale

With Insurants In

American Nat'l Insurance Co.

PUBLIC LAND SALE

Or Galveatnn. Tnu
Address enquiries to Box S82, Lordsbura-

Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M., December 2, 1915.
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant to the
provisions of an Act of Congress approved
June 20, 1910, the laws Of the State of New
Mexico, and the rules snd regulations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner of Pub-ti- c
Lands will oifer at oublic sale, to the
highest bidder, at ten o'clock, A. M., on
Muy the 8th, 1916, In the town of Silver
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico,
in front of the court house therein, the following described tracts of land, via:
Lots 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, EjiSWtf, SENWtf,
Sec. 6, NEHSKM Sec. 7, all of Sec. 9. all
of Sec. 16, SEX Sec. 1, all of Sec. 19, all
of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21, all of Sec. 28, all
of Sec. 29, all of Sec. 30, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
EJ4N WX, EttSWtf, NVSSE54, NEtf Sec. 31,
all of Sec. 32, all of Sec. 3.1, T. 30S., R.
16W, all of Sec. 3, all of Sec. 4, all of Sec.
V all of Sec. 6, all of Sec 7, Kyi, SEtf.
NjSWX Sec. 8, all of Sec. 9, all of Sec.
10, all of Sec. 15, all of Sec. 16, Eyi, SWtf,
WtfNWX Sec. 17, all of Sec. 18, all of Sec.
19, all of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21, all of Sec.
22, T. 31S.,
R. 16W
NEKNEH Sec. 29,
NEKNWH Sec. 33, SEtfSWtf, NtfSWX Sec.
34, T. 28S., R. 17W., Lot 4, Sec. 31, T. 29S,
K.
S'ASE'i Sec. 3, NEJÍSEj, Sec. 10,
S,NW, 5W Sec. 11, EyjNWM, SEJiSEj
Sec.
23,
Sec. J4,
SWtfNWH
.,
R. 17W. ConNWtfSWtf Sec. 24, T.
taining 18,398.41 acres. The improvements
on this' land consist of house, corrals, wells,
water troughs, and surface tank, value

-
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REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE
Leaves Lordsburg Wednesday and Saturday mornings
with mail. Special attention
given to passenger Bervice,
to and from Redrock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.

at Postoffice.

Leave calls

'"llHlli
23.

Pyramid Lodge No.

f

every rues, evsnlaa;.
Visiting- brothers Invite.

J Mealing

4

.

-

SrT, C.
J. J. HiLum, K.H.

H. D.

O

S.

30.

Lodge No.

t.

Á.

A. M.

Mr re the third Thursday nls-b- t of
each Bxiuib. ViniUug bsoUiers

luviloa.

J. L. Wells,

W. M.

Jeffus, Secretary

O. P.

WOODMEN

OF WORLD

CAMP No. 88
& 4th Saturday night at tk
K. of P. IIALL
K. M. risher, CO.
R. M. Reynolds Clerk

Heetl every Ind

i. o. o, nr.
LORDSBURG LODGE No.

80

stents every Monday night at 8 o'clock
visltlns? Dresners lovltud to attend

K. Oass, Noble Grand
Wm. Tyba, Secretary

S.

NEW

LOCATION

The Lordsburg Dairy
"SANITATION FIRST"

at Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
Now

and 85 Mine.

ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

I

LYMAN IL HAYS 1

J, Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona
5

S

Practice in Public Lands and g
Mining Law a Specialty,
g

Lordsburg Cafes
Club House Saloon
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Rrop.
North of Railroad Tracks.

Cem.tra,l
Keg

Bar'

Beer on Tap

Fine Wines and Liquors
Restaurant in Connection
VENDOME

HOTEL BUILDING

St. Elmo Cafe
W. M. MEANEY,

REGULAR

Prop.

DINNER

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

trial and be

convinced.
Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg, N. M.

CASTOR

I

A

Vor Infants and Children

In Use For O ver 30 Years
Always bears
the
nature of
1

Perore roe, M. A. PICKETT, a Notary Public In and for the County snd Stnte sf.vreoald.
on this, day personalty sppeard I. J. LIl'SOHN
and F. S. HKS, known to me to be the same
peraoiia who signed the forrt?oing Instrument,
snd acknowledged to me that they executed
the same for the uses snd purposes therein mentioned.
Given under my hand and seal of office this
27th day of November, 1914.
My commission will expire on the 15th day
of February 1Ü18.
(NOTARIAL SEAL)
M. A. PICKETT.
Notary Public.
Filed in the office of the Arizona Corporation Commission this Z7th day of November,
A. D. 1914, at 8 :00 p. m.. at request of STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY, whose
post offleC address is Phoenix, Arizons.
ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION.
By W. P. GEARY.
Chairman.

The Commissioner of Public Lands of New
Mexico, or his sgent, holding such sale, reserves the right to reject any and all bids
offered at said sale. Possession under contracts of sale for the above described tract
will be given on or before October 1, 1916.
Witness my hand and the official seal of
the State Land Office this 10th day of March,

Made. A C

law.

A. D. 1916.

ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
of New Mexico.
First Publication March 17, 1916.
Last Publication May 26, 1916,

STATE OF ARIZONA, Office of the Arisona
Corporation Commission.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )

$2,200.00.

Also E'SSEtf Sec. 8, WHSWJ Sec. 9, all
of Sec. 16, SXNWi, NEtfSWtf, NWWSEtf,
S!4SEX Sec. 17, EtfNEif Sec. 18, NENEtf
Sec. 20,

Urdskrg

terms and conditions, vie.:
hi'tdrr must pay to the
Commissioner of TuMic Lands, or his agent
holding
surh sale,
of
the
by him
Driers offered
for the
land;
t
per
cent
for
interest in advance
the balance of such purchase pricest the
Irré for advertising and appraisement
and
ill costs incidental to the sale herein, and
each and all of said amounts, must be deposited in cash or certified exchange at the
time of sale, and which utd amounts and all
of them are subject
to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico if the successful bidders do not execute a contract within thirty
lays after It has been mailed to them by
the State Land Office, said, contract to provide for the payment of the balances of the
purchase prices of said tracts oi land in thirty
tqual, annual installments, with interest on all
leferred payments at the rate of four per
cent per annum, in advance, payments atd
interest due on October 1st of each year,
and such other conditions, obligations, reservations and terms as may be required by
to trie following
The successful

Sec.

21,

tiWi SWNEtf, NjSEtf, SEtfSEtf
Sec. 22,
SWtfSWM,
WNWtf
34,
NjNEXi
27,

NE"4NW"4

Sec.

Sec.

Kyi
SE54NW54,
NEtfSWtf,
WJíNWJÍ,
SEX Sec. 35, T. 3.I.S., R. 18W., all of
Sec. 32, T. 33S., R. 17W., all of Sec. 34, T.
R. 19W
30S
ENWJÍ, SWtfNWtf,
Sec. 25, SEVÍSEX Sec. 26, E'i NEtf,
EKSWX, NWtfSEtf
SWtfNEtf, SEtfNWX.
Sec. 35 T. 31S., R. 20W., all of Sec. 16,
Wyi, SE-4- ,
WNEX Sec. 21, T. 32S., R.
IlyiNWJi,
2uW
SWtfNWtf,
NWXSWX,
Sec. 11, SF.tfNEtf,
E,SEM Sec. 10, SEH
NWtf, NNEX, SVVXNEX. F.5SSWJ4, SWtf
SWX Sec. 15, T. 33S., R. 18W., all of Sec.
6, all of Sec. 7, all of Sec. 18, all of Sec.
19, T. 33S., R. 17 W., all of Sec. 4, all of
Sec. 23, all of Sec. 24, T. 33S., R. 18W.,
ti'i, NJ4SWX. SWtfSWtf, SEX Sec. 22, all
of Sec. 27, all of Sec. 33, all of Sec. 34, all
of Sec. 28, T. 33S R. 17W., all of Sec. 1,
all of Sec. 2, all of Sec. 3, all of Sec. 10,
all of Sec. 11, all of Sec. 12, all of Sec. 13,
all of Sec. 14, all bf Sec. 15, NjNEtf
SEXNEX Sec. 22, NWX Sec. 23, Lots 2,
4, NWX.
NWXNEX Sec. 24, T. 34S., R.
20W., W'
SEX Sec. 7, EX Sec. 8, NXNWX.
SWXNWX. NWXSWX Sec. 9, Ey,, N'jNWX,
Sec. 17, Ntf, SWX, NWXSEX Sec.
ESWX
18, Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, Sec. 19, Lots 1, 2. ENWX,
SWXNWX Sec. 20, T. 34S., R. 19W., all of
Sec. 12, Wyi Sec. 13, all of Sec. 14, all of
Sec. 15, EX Sec. 22, all of Sec. 23, SWXNWX,
SEXSEX Sec. 24, all of
SWX. WXSEX,
Sec. 25, all Sec. 26 NX, NXSEX, SEXSEX,
NWXSWX Sec. 27, EX, SWX Sec. 34. all of
Sec. 35, all of Sec. 36, T. 33S., R. 20W., Lots
3, 4, EXSWJ. SEX Sec. 19, NEX, SEXNWX,
WXNWX, S'A Sec. 20, Wi Sec. 27, all of
Sees. 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, NX, NXSWX Sec.
33, NEXNWX.
WXNWX. Sec. 34, T. 33S
R. 19W., all of Sees. 5 and 6, T. 34S., R.
19W., all of Sec. 18, T. 31S., R. 19W., all
of Sees. 19, 30, 31, 'T. 32S., R. 19W., all of
Sees. 5, 6, 7, 8, NX, NWXSWX. SEX Sec.
17, T. 33S., R. 19W.,
all of Sees. 1, 2, 3,
10, 11, 12. 13, 14, EX, EXWX,
NWXNWX
Sec. 15, EX, EyíWyí, SWXSWX Sec. 22, all
of Sees. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36, T. 32S
R. 20W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 3, 10, 11 T. 33S.,
R. 2UW, NEX Sec. 11, all of Sec. 13, all of
Sec. 14, NEXNWX, NXSEX, SEXSEX Sec.
15, all of Sec. 16, EX, SEXNWX,
EXSWX
Sec 22, all of Sees. 23 and 24, EX. NWXNWX, EXSWX Sec. 25, NX, SWX, NXSEX,
SWXSEX Sec. 26. EX, EXNWX. EXSWX
Sec. 34,
Sec. 27,
EX. NWX,
EXSWX
NWXNEX, NXNWX. SWXNWX, WXSWX,
SWXSEX. EXSEX Sec, 35. all of Sec. 36, T.
31S., R. 20W., containing 61,393.02 acres. The
improvements on this land consist of house,
wagon shed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain
room, fencing, value $2300.
Also all of Sec. 32, T. 28S., R. 17W., NX,
NXSEX Sec. 32, T. 29S., R. 16W., all of Sec.
1,660.80 acres.
2, T. 29S., R. 17W., containing
There are no improvements on this land.
No bids will be accepted for less than Three
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the appraised value thereof, and in addition thereto the
bidder must also pay for the improvements
which exist on the above described lands,
at the appraised value.
The above sale of lands will be subject
The sucto the following conditions, vie:
cessful bidders must pay to the Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent holding
of the prices offered
such sale,
by them respectively for the land; four per
cent interest in sdvance for the balance of
such purchase prices; the fees for advertising and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, and each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange at the time of sale,
and which amounts and all of them are
subject to forfeiture to the State of New
Mexico if the successful bidders do not execute contracta within thirty days after contracts have been mailed to them by the
State Land Office, said contrscts to provide
e
for the payment of the balaace of the
prices of said tracts of land in thirty
equal, annual installments, with interest on
all deferred payments, at the rate of four
per cent per annum in advance, payments
and interest due on October 1st of each
year, and such other conditions, obligations,
reservations snd terms as may be required
by law.
Each of the tracts as described herein will
The Commissioner of
be offered separately.
Public Lands, or his sgent holding such
sale reserves the right to reject sny and
all bids offered at said ssle. Possession
under contracts of sale for the above described tracts will be given on or before
October 1st, 1916.
Witness my hand and the official seal of
the State Land Offic: this 2nd day of December, A. P. 1915.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lsnds,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication, Feb. 11, 1916
Last Publication. April 14. 1916

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
PUBLIC LAND SALE.
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WILD ANIMALS KILL ,
MUCH FOREST STOCK
Wolves, lions and coyotes took
heavy toll of the stock on the forest
ranges in the forest district during
last year. A total of 4,500 head
were killed.
The number of sheeD slain bv
predatory animals was 3,120. Cat-

tle to the number of 1,290" were
killed and 140 horses were slain.
Wolves and lions were the chief
hunters of cattle and horses. The
coyotes killed most of the slain
sheep.
The need of protection from predatory animals was one of the
things emphasized by New Mexico
Stockmen at the meeting held at

Albuquerque during the recent LAUNCH NATION WIDE
convention. The losses are serious, and the toll taken by the lions,
SAVINGS CAMPAIGN.
wolves and coyotes would be tremendous if it were not for the steps
Wast
f Menay Msans Wast of Hu- already taken to clean them out;
man Ensrgy.
I
The recently organized New
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers'
association aims to devote a good One hundred yenrn aco there was no
deal of its attention to the preda-or- y bank tbat encouraged
house
animal problem. The govern- wife who wanted somethe thrift?
infer place for
ment has promised active
and it is hoped eventually to mall sums than the top hurenn draw
wipe out entirely all the creatures er or on old oiiRnr bowl, to deposit her
of prey that are now found on the little hoard and draw interest tin It until she was ready to use It.
ranges, both public and private.
But tn 1810 the Drat
Savines Bank in

the United State was started, and
durliiff 101(1 the American Rankers As
Under this head, during the com- sociation will conduct a national Thrift
ing month9, before the primaries, Campaign through
its Savings Bank
will be carried the announcements Section.
of all who wish to present their Savings banks now number their wo
names to the voters at the pri- men 'depositors by the thousand, but
maries or in the general election in there are still many opportunities for
November
This will, of course, thrift which women must be encournecessitate the use of the these aged to use if the United Stales Is to
columns for from six to ten months be the thriftiest instead of the most
and at the regular advertising prodigal nation In the world. For na
rates will be worth all that is ask- tional thrift has Its basis In home
ed for the service, which for the thrift and waste of money In home
management means waste of the bu- offices will be as follows:
For all County officers, $10.00. man energy it takes to enr money.
For all District officers. $15.00. bo tho bankers are urging the estab
lishment of school savings banks for
In the event that a write-u- p
is teaching girls, as well as boys,
how to
desired by a candidate, more than save their pennies
how to spend
a brief notice written by the editor, tDern wisely. They and
are urging pa renta
the candidate or a friend may write to give their girls recular
allownncna
more extensivo notices, which will and teach them how to 'keep simple acbe charged for at the rate of ten counts. To the Y. W. C. A. In its well- cents a line.
planned movement for thrift amona;
girls and business women, the bankers
are supplying speakers and helping
with the distribution of the excellent
personal account books which the Association has prepared. They are also
cooperating with tbe National House
ANNOUNCEMENTS

State of Arisona
)
The Arixona Corporation Commission does
hereby certify that the annexed is a true and
complete transcript of the
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
of
THE EL CENTRO MININO AND MILLING
COMPANY
which were filed in the office of said Arizona
Corporation Commission on the 27th day of
November, 1914, at S :00 o'clock p. m., as provided by law.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the Arisona
Corporation Commission, by its chairman, has
hereunto set Its hand and affixed Its official
seal. Done at the city of Phoenix, the capítol,
this 20th day of March. A. D. 1916.
"
ífet Contenta 15 Tlnld Prachn
Arizona Corporation Commission, '
F. A. Jones,
Chairman.
(SEAL)
Attest l
W. N. LangBton,
Secretary.
'
(I. R. Stamp 10c)
. ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
BE IT KNOWN. That we, the undersigned,
residents of the City of Phoenix, State of Ari'
sona, do hereby associate ourselves together
and form a corporation under the laws of the
s
Jl
II
State of Arisona, and adopt the following Ar.imHlll.-- 3 PER CENT: ticles of Incorporation :
PrepaationfbrAsARTICLE I The name of the corporation
AVesVtahle
is the EL CENTRO MINING AND MILLING
mtínriniS ttefoodMllBegula
z6"
COMPANY, and its principal place of transact6.Ü
J tinatte StoinaAsandBawka.
ing business in Arixona is Phoenix.
Offices
may be established, business transacted,
and
meetings of stockholders and directors held at
such places within or outside of Arisona as the
Íf tTrmrrfni(5pslifiaCLcerul
7 ,
.)tu.
of the Company shall provide.
it AARTICLE II.
TiCSS afldKE3t.UaTiailB
The general nature of the
business proposed to be transacted is to make
contracts ; to purchase, lease, option, locate, or
otherwise acquire, own, exchange, sell or otherwise dispose of, pledge, mortgage, hypothecate and deal In mines, mining claims, mineral
JtxStmlands, coal lands, oil lands, timber lands, clay
lands, water and water rights and other property, both real and personal, and to work,
a;.
explore, operate and develop the same, and to
finí .tm deal in the products and
thereof ; to
Claritiel-Hwpurchase lease, or otherwise acquire, erect, own,
operate and sell milling, smelting and other
ore reduction works, oil refineries, saw-mill- s,
,
tip?. Sour Stoa-clay works, power plants, railroads and tramways to lead from the company's principal
works; to do a general manufacturing
and
LOSS OF JlEEK
mercantile business ; to own, handle and con-- ,
trol letters patent and inventions ; to own, cancel and
shares of its own capital stock
and to own and vote shares of other corporations ; to issue bonds, notes and other evidences
wHÍo-aCOMPA- í
of indebtedness and to secure the payment of
the same by mortgage, deed of trust or otherwise; to act as agent, trustee, broker, or in
any other fiduciary capacity and to borrow
and loan money ; and in general to do and
perform such acta and things and transact such
business, not inconsistent with law, in any
part of the world, as the Board of Directors
J
ni
n.nriiif"
may deem to the advantage of the corporation.
ARTICLE III.
The amount of the authorExact Copy of Wrapper.
ized Capital Stock of the Corporation is two
hundred thousand dollars, divided into two
hundred thousand shares of the par value of
one dollar each, which shall be paid in, at
such time as the board of directora may deIsssaaaaaaWsWssaaaaaaWPI
''HI J
signate. In cash, real or personal property, services, lease, option to purchase or any other
FREE AUTO BUS
valuable right or thing for the axes and purMEETS ALL TRAINS
poses of the corporation and all shares of
capital stock, when issued in exchange thereSTOP
for, shall thereupon and thereby become and
'
Í
r-- m
be full-pai- d
the same as though paid for In
cash at par, and shall be
forFIREPROOF
L.9
ever, and the judgment of the Directors as to
SP
m i
n
UROPEAN
I
the value of any property, right or thing acquired in exchange for capital stock shall be
Ti.
'jll'l
tELE
0O0UTSlOE ROOMS
e)
conclusive.
IMl"i; lis-W,rr'
ISO WITH liATH
ARTICLE IV. The time of the commenceisas
r td m.vm - i ue
ia
kb ra
i
ment of the corporation shall be the day these
t20 W.2"o ST..NEAR HILL
Articles are filed in accordance with law, and
NORTHERN HOTEL CO.. "ROP.
the termination thereof shall be twenty-fiv- e
HOTEL INDORSID BY
FRANK L CRAMPTOni . nan.
'CAFE
years thereafter, with privilege of renewal and
V. W. C. A.
00 PER DAY.
CONNECTION'
lP
right of perpetual succession as now provided
WOMIN'I tt EST TOURS
by law.
- ARTICLE V. The affairs of this corporation
shall be conducted by a Board of , not less
than three nor more than fifteen Directors,
by whom a President and
shall be elected and a Secretary and Treasurer appointed.
The Directors shall be elected by and from among the stockholders on the
Tuesday
In
October of each year.
Un
first
til their successors are elected and qualified,
the following named persons shall be the
Directors and Officers as stated;
Directors: E. S. ENO, J. A. ROVELSTAD,
GEORGE M. PECK, HENRY MUNTZ. D. D.
CULVER, R. F. FITZ and C. T. DAHLIN.
E. S. ENO, President; GEORGE
Officers:
M. PECK,
and R. F. FITZ,
Secretary and Treasurer.
After Four Years of Discouraging I had gotten so weak I could not stand,
ARTICLE VI. The Directors shall adopt byand I gave up in despair.
laws for the government of the corporation
They shall have
Conditions, Mrs. Bullock Gavd
and may amend the same.
At last, my husband got me a bottle of
power to fill any vacancies occurring in the
Board from any cause, and to appoint from
Up in Despair. Husband
Cardul, the woman's tonic, and I comamong their number an Executive Committee
which, to the extent provided by resolution or
menced taking
From the very first
by ths said
shall have and exerciss
Came to Rescue.
ths powers granted the Directors by thsss
dose, I could tell it was helping me. I
arkiclas.
ARTICLE VII. The highest amount of incan now walk two miles without Us
debtedness or liability to which ths corporation is at any time to subject itself is ons
Catron, Ky. In an interesting letter tiring me, and am doing all my work."
hundred thousand dollars.
If you are all run down from womanly
ARTICLE VIII. The private property of ths from this p)".ce, Mrs. Bettie Bullock
stockholders of the corporation shall be fortroubles,
don't give up In desair. Try
ever exempt from corporate debts of any kind writes as follows: ' I suffered for four
whatsoever.
ARTICLE IX. This corporation hereby ap- yean, with womanly troubles, and during Cardul, the woman's tonic. It I tas h slped
points, authorisss and empowers CLEORA
more than a million women, tn Its 50
MARTIN 8TODDARD, of Phoenix, its resident this time, I could only sit up for a little
agent for the acceptance of service of all
years of continuous success, and s'. touVd
not
at
walk anywhere
while, and could
necessary process In any action, suits or proceeding tnat may be had or brought against aO. At times, I would
surely
help you, loo. Your drugglt t has
have severe pains
this company in any of the courts of the
State of Arisona.
sold Cardul for years. Me knows what
In my left side.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We hereto affix our signatures this 27th day of November,
The doctor was celled In, and his treat- It will do. Ask him. He will rei aa--

'
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HUSBAND RESCUED
DESPAIRING WIFE
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(SEAL)
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ment relieved me for

a

while, but I was mend

sooa confined to my bed again. After
thaaYcihing seemed to do me any good.

It

Begin talcing Cardul today.

l'íí to: Cristtsnomrs Mellrtns, Co..
f,MAdvisory brnt.. Oi.it tamtuira. loin.
hutruftiuriM sn your esse anJ64-bnuk,
vr
i tsauucM lor at nan, ssal la sum a ispear.
W'.

and development
For thrift does not mean simply the
saving of money. Genuine Home
thrift means managing (he home so
well that none if tbe Fatbcr-ciicrgit
takes to earn money, or none of the
Mother-crgy it lakes to spend It. Is
wasted by foolish pur liases, cxlruvu-guu- t
housekeeping or niggii-dl- y
economy. It Is not the thrifty housekeeper
who scrimps ou the table, wears
frumpy clothes or goes without wholesome pleasures for the mere sake of
having a bank account. I!eal thrift
should mean
and therefore more nourishing meals, the buying
of better clothes because they lost
longer, and Investing In
devices which leave the homemaker
free for rest and recreation with hor
family. But in order to achieve these
ends the housekeeper must learn how
to take care of her savings, even the
smallest ones, by business methods,
how to balance her household budget,
how to pay her bills by checks, and
how to mnnage her bank account to
better-balance-

--

labor-savin-

the best advantage.
BIG

For Over

Thirty Years

Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
Stats of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 10, 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of an Act of Congress approved June 20, 1910, the laws of the State
of New Mexico, and the rules and regula
of
Land
Olfice, the
tions
the State
Commissioner
of Public Lands will ofhighest
fer
at Public Sale, to the
3
M.,
P.
on
o'clock
bidder,
at
Saturday, June 17, 1916, in the town of Silver
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico,
in front of the court houue therein, the following described tract of land, vis.:
All of Sections 31, 32, 33, 34. 35, T. 21S., R.
19W., Lots 1. 2, 3. 4, SXNEX, SXNWX. SWX,
SWXSEX, EXSEX Sec. 1, All Sec. 30, All
Sec. 31. EX, NWXSWX. SXSWX, WXNWX-SEXNWSec. 34, T. 31S., R. 20W., All of
Sections 1, 2, , 4, Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, SXNEX,
SEXNWX. SX Sec. 5, All of Sections 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18,' 20, 21, r28, NEX, SX Sec. 29,
All Sec. 30 T. 22S., R. 19W., Ail of Sections
1, 4, S, 6, 7. I, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, SX
Sec. 22, NXNWX.
19,
Sec.
SEX.
NX.
SEXNEX,
SEX.
NWXSWX.
NXNEX.
SXSWX Sec. 23, WX Sec. 24, WX Sec. 25,
All of Sec. 26, EX Sec. 27. All of Sections 30,
31, 32, T. 22S., R. 20W., All of Sections 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 8, 9, 10, NX Sec. 12, WX Sec. 14, All of
Sections 15, 16, 17. 21, 22, NWX. SX Sec. 23, 1914,
SX Sec. 24, All of Sec. 25, T. 22S., R. 21W.,
I. J. LIP80HN
'
containing 40,409.28 acres. The improvements
F. 8. HESS
on this land consist of two wells snd wind- STATE OF ARIZONA )
mills, value $1120. No b,id will be accepted
) as
for less than three dollars ($3iX) per acre.
Too above sale of lands will be subject County of Maricopa )

wives League, domestic science teach
ers, women's clubs and other agencies
that have ns their object the teaching
of home economics,

I
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CONCERNS WATCH
WASTE OF MATERIAL

Oat Full Valus Out of Labor Anothae
Problem.
Your Job depends upon two things:
First, the profitableness of the bust
ness; and second, your efficiency. If
the business Is not remunerative It
cannot huir exist, and the inelllcieul
workman is soon eliminated by the
processes of competition and supervision.
The principal cost In nil business is
the labor and material cost, and the
problem of business Is to get full value
out of labor and cut out all waste
of material. The thriftless workman
can waste us much as he produces, and
do it so unconsciously that It may not
be detected without expensive checking. A
article can be
wrapped so expensively Hint the profit

disappears. Paper and twine Is often
used so thriftlessly by tlepnrtment
store employees that when delivery Is
made the prolit Is cut In two. These
are the little leaks that wnterlog the
business ship. The employee must realize the fact that he. Is one of o great
number and If he allows little wastes
In material, or "soldiers" Just a few
minutes each day. in t lie aggregate the

toss Is enormous.
A few years ago there was a wreck
'on a western railroad that cost the
company .J.V.0(M). The president sent
word down the line that as a social
favor to him he wanted each man In
the company's employ to endeavor to
save five cents' worth of material a
day. or do five cents' worth of work
more a any tiuin rueretorore, and tus
loss would be made good In a year.
to
The problem of all big concerns
get the men In this frame of mind constantlyno loitering on the Job and no
Vaste in the Job.
Big concerns everywhere are giving
niiu'ti thought to the elimination of the
waste and utilization of all the byproducts. Chicago Is famous for using
all tbe dg but the squeal. The Pennsylvania Huilroad requires that every
bolt and nut that can be retapped be
uod. You will find no waste Iron
round their yards, Even the cotton
tvustc used in wiping engines is cleaned and used for packing Journals. In
flie Pout li the stumps of yellow pine,
heretofore a nuisance and an encumbrance to the land, are now turned hito
real n, turpentine and other
1

'

Thrift .In tha Offica.
Large employers of otllce help are
confronted with the problem of keeping down the cost of nlllce supplies.
As a corrective, a new eraser is not
given until the metal center of the o!d
one Is returiitd The stump of the oi l
pem il Is il!i urdor fur n no' one Itt't
Is Uc'it

I'' ifi ieviti

'i

;

WESTERN LIBERAL.

PRODUCTION

OF BROILERS AS A BUSINESS
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By FRANK FÍLS0N,

(Copyright,

1918,

Jc

by W. a. Chapman.)

All through his delirium Ralston
was faintly conscious of a woman's
face bending over him, with a look of
compassion that transfigured it. Again

U

BLACK

1

ORPINGTON

7 WYANDOTTE.

From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
Broilers are young chickens weighs
ing from
to two pounds,
the latter weight being the most common size. The production of broilers
as a special business has been tried
without success on many poultry
farms in the northeastern part of this

country. Broilers, however, are raised
successfully and at a good profit both
on poultry farms and also where only
a tew fowls are kept, the broilers being the cockerels which are a
in the raising of pullets for egg
production.
The general-purposbreeds of fowls,
such as the Plymouth Rocks, Wyan-dotteRhode Island Reds, and Orpingtons, produce chickens making the
best broilers. These chickens weigh
f
pounds
from two to two and
(Uve weight) at eleven to thirteen
weeks of age. The Leghorns are not
so well adapted for broilers, as their
:hickens are smaller, but they make
fair broilers, weighing from one to two
pounds. All Leghorn cockerels, except
those saved for breeding stock, should
be sold as broilers, as they are not
well adapted for market after passing
beyond this size. White chickens make
the most attractive and easily dressed
broilers, as their pin feathers are not
so apparent when the chickens are
prepared for market. Chickens of the
general-purposbreeds make good
market poultry after they pass the
broiler size, but many of these, especially those hatched early, are marketed to best advantage as broilers,
both on account of the high price paid
for broilers, and because by selling
the cockerels at this age the pullets
e
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Composition of Ration Recommended
by Professor Stoneburn of the
Connecticut Station.
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A Mixed Flock of

DRY MASH FOR LAYING

Breeds.
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General-Purpos-

are usually given a better chance to
develop.
The cockerels should be separated
from the pullets as soon as the sex can
be readily distinguished, the most
promising chickens being saved for
breeding stock. The sex is UBually
told by the development of the head
points, tall, and general male characteristics in the cockerels, and this requires some skill and practice. The
chickens selected as broilers r&3- - be
forced more rapidly than those saved
for breeding stock. Quick growth can
bo produced by dividing them Into
flocks of 50 or less and confining them
to small pens for 14 to 18 days before
they are marketed. Feed in the morning and at noon a wet mash of six
e
pounds cornmeal, four pounds
wheat flour, and two pounds
bran or middlings, mixed with skim
milk or buttermilk to the consistency
of oatmeal porridge. If no milk is
available, add one pound of beef scrap
to the mash, and give some green feed
dally using only enough water to make
a crumby mash. In addition to either
of these mash feeds, give all the
cracked corn which the chickens will
eat, for the evening feed.
Highor prices are paid for the early
broilers, those hatched in March and
April, than for those hatched in the
late spring and early summer. Pullets hatched early also make the best
fall and winter layers and are tho
most profitable to raise. Broilers are
marketed both alive and dressed. Considerable care should be used in both
dressing and shipping broilers so that
they will reach the market in a neat,
attractive condition.
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Four Excellent Specimens of
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and again, as he came weakly bark
from the fog of delirium into consciousness, he would realize her presence
and feel the cool hand on his burning
forehead.
When at last he opened bis eyos to
the realization of his position he saw
that the face had been largely the
figment of his dreams. It was a pleasant, motherly face, the face of a woman of thirty-five- ,
perhaps; but it was
not the face he had imagined.
"Are you feeling bettor?" asked a
soft voice.
Ralston tried to answer, but he was
too weak to speak. And, lying there,
he began to remember the Circumstances of the accident.
He had gone West three years before to take up the homestead miles
away from the city, nursing in his
hoart the remembrance of the girl
who had jilted him and ruined his
Ufe.
He had abandoned everything,
his friends, his Interests. Gradually
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Chickens.

GREEN FEEDS ARE ESSENTIAL
Yellow Corn With Clipped Alfalfa or
Sprouted Oats Puts Desired Color
in the Yolks.

golden
Eggs with a
yolk are, from a market standpoint,
egg.
more desirable than a
Due to lack of green range feed in
the winter, such eggs are not normally laid during the winter.
Yellow
The secret is as follows:
corn with clipped alfalfa or sprouted
oats are winter feeds that put the
color in the yolk. Stemmy alfalfa and
clover will not do. Alfalfa and clover
sweepings from the haymow make an
excellent poultry feed.
rich-colore- d

One of the leading authorities in
the country on subjects relating to
poultry is Prof. F. H. Stoneburn of the
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
station. He has a ration which he
calls a dry mash. The tendency more
and more is towards dry feeding, even
when ground foed Is given.
The dry mash reeommonded by Professor Stoneburn for laying hens is
as follows: 200 pounds coarse bran,
100 pounds cornmeal, 100 pounds gluten meal, 100 pounds ground oats, 75
pounds wheat middlings, 25 pounds
Little Salt la Good.
feeding Sour, 30 pounds fine beef
Although salt will sometimes kill
open
scraps; feed in hoppers,
at all fowls and chicks if placed where they
times.
can get at it, a little salt in the maBb
la an advantage.
Using First Duck Eggs.
To Obtain Eggs.
The first three or four eggs that a
In order to obtain eggs it is necesduck lays In the early spring are seldom good for hatching and usually ara sary to have healthy. Vigorous luck,
properly fed.
sold or used for cooking.
pale-yolke- d

His Horse Stumbled and Threw Him.

the charm of the peaceful country had
clung about him, and he realized that
nature had a healing balm for his
wounded heart.
He had known that Mrs. Symon, a
widow of culture, had taken up the
homestead adjacent after her husband's death, preferring the solitary
life in the wilds to a struggle in a
city; but he had not chosen to see
any woman, aud on the rare occasions
when he saw her, as he rode past on
his way to the post, he only raised
bis hat and turned his face away.
So he had lived three years, alone,
save for the occasional visit of a
neighbor, or the appearance of some
wanderer at his sod cabin. He passed
for a morose man, as, indeed, he was.
Nobody Intruded on his life. Each
man had his own interests in that
wild region.
He had been riding to the post, ten
miles away, when his horse stumble'l
and threw him. He had sustained internal Injuries, but no bones were
broken. The worst thing was a severe
concussion of the brain, and for three
weeks he had been semiconscious, living in a world of delirium.
It was odd that in the place of the
woman who, till then, had occupied
his heart, he should have pictured
that face that bent compassionately
above him. The force of the delusion
bad gripped his heart; now, on awakening, he was almost glad to And that
it was a dream; and yet he knew that
the Image persisted.
It was extraordinary that he should have imagined what could never be in the
face of Mrs. Symon;
For days he lay there, gradually
recovering his strength. It amazed
him that anyone should be so kind.
Ralston was thirty and Mrs. Symon
cot too old for his expressions of gratitude to bring a warm flush to her
face.

Gradually the motherly attiude
seemed to vanish. In place of it was
a very womanly sympathy, a certain
equality that set Ralston thinking
hard.
After all, a man could not Uve alone
forever. And this woman was very
kind, kinder than any he had ever
known. She would assuage bis loneliness, and something told him that
she was not indifferent to him.
During the days ot his convalescence
he told her much about his past, and
what he did not tell her she surmised.
It was only when he approached the
subject which had begun to possess
his thoughts that she nervously
checked him.
"Do you know how old I am, Mr.
Ralston?" she asked, with a laugh ot
embarrassment. "Forty."
It did check him, as it was meant to
do, but only because he meant to
t'iake no error this time. A wife ten
ears his senior! Well, such things
iad been. He resolved that he would
.isk her.
,

Yet, with her woman's intuition, she
postponed the mutter until R;Ut;tnii
was convalescent, till he was able to
hobble about the house.
Yet each
knew that the other was acting a part,
and that it was only a matter ot time
until the words were spoken.
"Did you know that I had a daughter?" she asked him one day.
"A daughter!" mused Ralston. He
had not thought of that Somehow, it
seemed impossible this sweet-faced- ,
youngish woman, with a child.
"She has been living in the city
until I could make a home for her,"
continued Mis. Symon. "She has been
here once or twice, and she is coming to live with me next week." She
laid her hand on his arm. "I want you
to wait till you have seen her," she
continued.
Ostensibly the words meant thjat
Ralston was to postpone his departure
until Lilian had come; but, actually,
he knew they meant that until then
nothing was to be said of marriage.
Yet it was with difficulty that he
could restrain himself, for his love
had again given Mrs. Symon Ihe aspects of the woman in his dream, and
he felt that he could with her attain
that peace of soul which he had lost.
"Lilian is coming tomorrow," Mrs.
Symon said one day. "Will you take
the horse to the depot and meet her?"
"And you?"
"Oh, I shall not have time if I am
to- - get things in order for her," answered Mrs. Symon with a little
laugh.
Ralston drove to the depot, and
presently a fresh-faceyoung girl got
down from the train and glanced
about her. Ralston went up and stood
staring foolishly at her. It was the
girl qf his vision. So she had been
there, had seen him while he lay in
his delirium!
She knew him, too; she put out her
hand, and mechanically he clasped it.
He helped her into the carriage and
they whirled away. And though not a
word had been spoken Ralston felt his
heart leap up with ecstacy. She was
his! He blessed his stars that nothing had been said to the mother. She
knew Lilian knew. He felt that with
perfect instinct. They were born for
each other, each was destined for the
other.
And the mother was forgotten, and
two young people drove along absorbed In one another. Their glanreB,
at first shy, became more ardent.
Ralston put out his hand and closed
it on the girl's warm fingers.
"Do you understand?" he stam
mered.
She nodded shyly.
"It was you, then, whom I saw in
.
my dreams?"
She nodded again. And suddenly
he drew her to him and pressed his
lips to hers. And all pretense seemed
ludicrously absurd in tho face of this
elemental and overmastering passion
that had sprung up between them.
In silence they drove the last stage
of the Journey. When at last they
stopped before the cabin they descended like people in a dream.. Mrs.
Symon was sitting in front of the
door; she had seen and Interpreted
the look upon each face.
As they went in she said in a low
voice:
"Are you not glad that I told you
to wait?"
"Yes, I am glad," he answered helplessly. Then, with a sudden pity:
"And you? And you?"
"Oh, I?" she asked, with a shrug ot
her shoulders. "I have had my day,
you know. Besides, I am the mother."
d

,

Different Matter.
It was the first night of the pantomime, and Jack to"ok his seat in the
pit nest to a lad about the same age
as himself.
"Say, mate, can you Bmoke in
here?" he inquired, when he had made
himself, as comfortable as he could.
"No," briefly replied his neighbor.
A few minutes afterward Jack Baw
others smoking, and, looking about,
discovered that there were no prohibitory notices on the walls, so again addressed the quiet one:
"I thought you said you couldn't
smoke in here?"
"I did not say you couldn not smoke
here. I said I couldn't, for here he
jerked his thumb towards the woman
on his far aide, and whispered "my
mother won't let me."

Care of the Piano.
Half the pianos of this country catch
winter colds exactly as we do. They
get hoarse or have a cough or a stiff
note or some similar complaint, which
cannot he cured by home remedies,
but which requires tedious and expensive doctoring. In order to prevent
these avoidable ailments a piano
should be kept in a moderately warm
room, where the temperature is even,
say 60 or 70 degrees, the year round
not cgld one day and hot the next. The
instrument should not, however, be
too near the source of heat. K should
be kept closed and covered with a felt
cloth when not In use, particularly in
frosty weather. AlwayB place the piano
close to but not against an inside wall.
Not Same Kind of "Nells.
A stranger became one of a group

of listeners to a veteran of many battles. The veteran had about concluded a vividly colored narrative of a furious battle, In which he had taken part.
"Just think ot It," exclaimed one of
the party, turning to the stranger.
"How would you like to stand with
shells bursting all around you?"
"I have been there," responded the
newcomer.
"What? Have you, too. been a soldier?"
"No," answered the stranger.' 1 am
an actor."

Hopes Women Will

WESTERN

Adopt This Habit

MINING AND OIL

As Weil As Men

NEWS

Glass of hot water each mornWnMrn Nawapipcr Union Nawa Sarrlc.
ing helps us look and feel
Prices Quoted for Metals.
clean, sweet, fresh.
Spelter, Bt. Louis. $16.56.
Copper, casting, $26.12tt.
Happy, bright, alert vigorous and
Lead, New York, $7.75.
Dar Silver,
vivacious a good clear skin; a natBoulder Tungsten, per, unit ot 60 ural, rosy complexion and freedom
per cent. $!0; 25 per cent, $53.76; 10 from illness are assured only by clean,
per cent, $48.
healthy blood. If pnly every woman
likewise every man could realise
and
Arizona.
the wonders of drinking phosphated
regeneral
Jerome Is sharing in the
hot water each morning, what a gratvival In mining in all parts of
ifying change would take place.
'
'
Instead ot the thousands of slofcly,
men, women and
The Three Medal Company has anaemic-lookinopened up some good ore in recent girls with pasty or muddy complexdevelopment work In the Jerome dis- ions; instead of the multitudes ot

60c

Ari-xon-

-

g

trict.
The Grand Reef mine near Pima
has been taken over by Tinker and
Holden of Globe, who are operating
the property under bonded lease.
To handle the increasing production
from the Blue Bell and DeSoto mines
the Consolidated Smelter at Humboldt will increase Its flotation mill
from 250 tons daily capacity to 600
tons.
The Gold Ore Mining Company at
Oatman which some two or three
weeks ago opened a splendid ore body
of the 630 foot level, has now comshipping ore to the Gold
menced
Road mill.
.

,

New Mexico.

"nerve wrecks," "rundowns," "brain
fags" and pessimists we should see a
virile, optimistic throng of
people everywhere.
An inside bath is bad by drinking,
each morning before breakfast, a glass
of real hot water with a teaapouuful
of limestone phosphate in it to wash
from the stomach, liver, kidneys and
ten yards ot bowels the previous day's
indigestible waste, sour fermentations
and poisons, thus cleansing,' sweeten
ing and freshening the entire alimentary canal before putting more food
'
into the stomach.
Those subject to sick headache, "bil
iousness, nasty breath, rheumatism,
colds; and particularly those who
have a pallid, sallow complexion and
who are constipated very often, are
urged to obtain a quarter pound ot
limestone phosphate from any "drug
gist or at the store which will cost
but a trifle but is sufficient to demon
strate the quick and remarkable
change in both health and appearance
awaiting those who practice internal
sanitation. We must remember that
inside cleanliness is more Important
than outside, because the skin, does
not absorb Impurities to contaminate
the blood, while the pores in the thirty feet of bowels do. Adv.
rosy-cheeke- d

Articles of Incorporation have recently been filed with the secretary
of state by several new mining concerns.
,
The price of tungsten ore, the
discovery of which In commercial
quantities has caused a mining revival In the White Oaks district of
Lincoln county, has advanced from
$75 to $90 per unit (twenty pounds).
The old mining camp of Carlisle in
Grant county, which had been considered as dead as a door nail, has a
new lease ot Ufe and now numbers
Physical Bar to Sacrifice.
150 inhabitants with new prospects
"Darling, I would die tor you!"
coming in dally. The Carlisle mine
"You can't; you're too bald."
is drained of water down to the
level, and after the winze is clear
of water, will resume shipments after RELIABLE REMEDY
many years of Idleness. On the Jim
Crow mine, George H. Utter is workRESTORES KIDNEYS
ing three shifts. The Eclipse Mining
Company is also draining its shaft of
For many yean drusgint have watched
water, and there is renewed activity
with much intevent the remarkable record
In the nearby Mayflower district.
Swamp-Root- ,
by Dr.
500-fo-

maintained
Kilmer's
the great kidney, liver and bladder rem

edy.

Wyoming.

It is a physician's prescription.
Denver men have opened a new oil
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medi
field near Cody.
cine. Dr. Kilmer used it fur year ia hie
The Great Dome Company may op- private practice. It helps the kidneys,
erate three camps in the Grass Creek liver and bladder do the work nature infield.

Five thousand acres of oil lands
have been filed upon in Fremont
county near Lander.
The Ohio Oil Company is offering
the producers one dollar a barrel in
the Thermopolls oil fields.
A small flow of oil has been struck
Oil Company near
by the Champion
Grey bull, at a depth of only twenty-sifeet. The oil is ot good quality.
The Hall Oil Company is reportel
to have brought in a strong flow of
oil in a well which it has
been sinking on the Pilot Butte
dome,' thirty miles north ot Riverton.
One of the largest oil well drilling
contracts ever made in the Rocky
Mountain region has been signed by
the Midwest Refining Company and
the
Northern Drilling Company
to drill all of the wells to be sunk
by the former company in the Elk
lianin within the next two years and
Involved a sum probably in excess ol
x

high-grad-

e

tended they should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit and
help
you.
will
No other remvojr ea
it
successfully take its place.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., llinghxmton, N Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention tuis papei. Adv.
His Recoveries.
"Did he recover from the accident?"
"Yes.
And ten thousand dollars
from the railroad company besides."
Browning's Magazine.
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
A.11 good grocers.
Adv.
Him

Her Definition.
What's your idea of a great

man?
Her One who la able to realize how
insignificant he really Is.

$250,000.

WOMEN

ELDERLY

Colorado.

Horsey continues ta
ship a rteady tonnage of good grade
carbonate of zinc from the Lillian
property at Leadville.
The plant of the American Metals
Producing Company in Black Hawk
Is receiving zinc and lead ores from
different portions ot Gilpin county,
J. Clarence

dally.

'
.

'

.
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SAFEGUARDED
Tell Others How They Were
Carried Safely Through
Change of Life.
Durand, Wis. "I am the mother of

With lead in brisk demand at Pa
cific coast ports at $8 per 100 pounds fourteen children and I owe my life to
LydiaE. I'uikham's
for export to Russia by way of Japan,
Vegetable Comthat uJeful metal has reached the
pound. When I was
highest quotation $7.85
per
100
45 and had the
pounds in the annals ot Colorada

Change of life,

mining.

The interest created by the wealth
now being gained by operators of
tungsten claims in Colorado promise
to have its effect on other forms of
mining, according to state mine of

a

friend

recom-

mended it and It
gave me such relief

from my bad feelings that I took
several bottles. I
am now well and
ficlals. The tungsten excitement has
finnltriv luVnuMm- sent scores ot prospectors into the
mountains. Most of them are looking mend your Compound to other ladies."
Mrs. Mary Ridgway, Durand, Wis.
for tungsten,
but while few have
found new tungsten deposits a consid
A Massachusetts Woman Writes
Blackstone, Mass.
erable number have located deposits
"My troubles
were from my aero, and I felt awfully
of gold, silver, lead and copper,
The Enid-BiFour property on sick for three years. I had hot flashes
Soda creek, near Idaho Springs, is often and frequently suffered from
pains;
I took Lydia E. Pinkham's
showing up better with every foot oi VegotableCompound
and now am we.ll."
development work. A test made
Mrs. Pierre Cournoyer, Box 2J3,
pounds Blackstone, Mass.
from a sample of twenty-fivtaken from across a three-foo- t
streak
Such warning symptoms as sense of
in the breast of the drift, showed a suffocation, hot flashes, headaches.back-aches,dread
CO
ton,
per
of
$18.
mostly .gold.
value
of Impending evil, timidity,
Some exceptionally high settle- sounds in the ears, palpitation of. the
ments have been received recently for heart, sparks before the eyes, irregushipments ot carbonate of zinc from larities, constipation, variable appetite
the Jackettes lease on Ibex No. 1. weakness and dizziness, should be heeded
women. Lydia E.
One
lot brought a net return by middle-age- d
's
Vegetable Compound has carried
to the lessees ot $600, an average ot
many women safely through this criáis.
124 a ton.
e

25-to-

Pink-ham-

WESTERN LIBERAL.
and arms alone must deine the quespertion." According to Mexico's
sistent representations, the Nueces
was the western boundary of Texas
and the territory between that rivei
and the Rio Grande was a part of the
VADED MEXICO BACK 111
Mexican domain. Taylor consequently
was regarded as an invader.
Taylor Acta Promptly.
general did dot reply
The
American
ExHistory That Is Not Likely to Repeat Itself if Pursuit of Villa
to the ultimatum. On April 24 the
Mexican leader advised him that be
tends to Active Intervention Conditions Then and Now Are
"considered hostilities commenced and
Identical
Texas
Being
of
Source
Constant
a
Far From
should prosecute them." Almost lm
mediately Taylor sent a force up the
Trouble Previous to the War With Mexico
Rio Grande to ascertain if Mexicans
had crossed the river. This force was
' He
had been out of harmony with engaged and forced to surrender
Washington. It 18 seventy year
of
war
president
Mexican
the
fellow
cabinet
and bis
since the start of the
Then the American congress author
1846-7- .
History Is not going to repeat members. In particular he had stood ized the president to raise a force of
inalone In opposing the policy of Texan 60,000 men "war existed by the act of
itself this year, whether there is
tervention or not,' for conditions are annexation, which by this time had Mexico," the preamble to the bill set
far from being Identical. Even If war become an Important issue. "How- forth and on May 13 the two republ
declared there will scarcely be a ever," says Oeorge Lockhart Rives, lics were declared to be at war.
basts for comparison between the "he and President Tyler parted with
Taylor, advancing southward, won
coming conflict and that of nearly mutual and evidently sincere expres- victory after victory, the most notable
s
will."
good
century
sions
back.
of
confidence
and
of a
resulting in the capture of Monterey,
Rightly or wrongly, the war of the One can Imagine the number of "God September 24, 1846. That autumn part
'40s has been called one of conquest. bless ycus."
of his army was taken from him to re- Two international
questions de- enforce Gen. Wlnfleld Scott, and Santa
By the terms of settlement the United
manded much attention In the cam- Anna, commanding the Mexican array.
States Increased Its area
There Is no disputed territory over paign of 1844, in which James K. seeing his weakened condition, deterwhich to fight now, no Texas question, Polk and Henry Clay disputed the mined to annihilate him. He pushed
presidency. Mexico was showing a northward, and Taylor, with only 5.000
no thought of annexing any land.
But students of history, forever determination to contest the boundary men, fell back to the pass of Angossearching for analogous situations, claim of Texas and meanwhile there tura, a narrow defile In the mountains
need not despair. Mexico for many was a threat of - war with Great directly In front of Buena Vista.
yearn before the war was as troublous Britain.
On the morning of Washington's
Oregon birthday, 1847, Santa Anna, then
The limits of the
aod upset, as uncongenial a neighbor
ur she has been In recent years. She country, like those of Texas, hsd within two miles of the United States
witnessed the meteoric rise of a dic- never been definitely fixed. England troops, sent a messenger with the
tator, the sudden collapse of his power claimed territory as far south as the ultimatum:
and finally his exile. She saw up- Columbia river, while the United
You are surrounded by 20,000 men
risings and embryonic revolutions States set the parallel of 64 degrees and cannot avoid being cut to pieces.
Queen
without number, each leaving her 40 minutes, passing north of
I wish to save you this disaster, and
Charlotte Island, as the boundary. herewith call upon you to surrender."
weaker than before.
Unofficial diplomatists were serit to Polk's party, the Democratic, coupled
Taylor's reply was characteristic In
Mexico long before the days of John "the reoccupatlon of Oregon" with brevity and tone: "I decline to accede
Ltnd and William Bayard Hale. Nor "the reannexatlon of Texas" and to your request"
or Fight!" became
la a watchful waiting policy on the
For the whole of one day the battle
part of the United States a new thing. the campaign cry.
raned fiercely. Though outnumbered,
As early as 1817, when the propriety
Badly Muddled Problem.
the Americans had the advantage of
of recognizing the independence of the
So Polk, like Wilson, not only fell position and of artillery, and their batformer Spanish colony In Mexico was heir to a badly muddled Mexican prob- teries swept the attacking lines from
being diBcussed, Richard Rush, then lem but was to be threatened with the field repeatedly. During the night
President Monroe's secretary of state, war with a nation across the Atlantic. the Mexicans retreated. Their casualsaid in a state paper:
Notes were exchanged with Great ties had numbered 2,000, while the
Maintained Ctrict Neutrality.
Britain, mutual concessions were made Americans lost 700 in killed and
"It seems to be Incumbent on the and in 1846 a treaty was drawn defi- wounded. Buena Vista went a long
United States to watch the movement nitely fixing the Oregon boundary. By way toward making Taylor president
(for freedom In Mexico) in Its subse- a suggestive coincidence the practical of the United States.
In March, 1847, Scott landed near
quent steps with particular attention, abandonment of the claim for the
line was contemporaneous with Vera Cruz with 12,000 men. In a few
with a view to pursue such course as
the start of the Mexican war. The days he had captured the castle and
a Just regard for all those considerations which they are bound to respect resolution of notice to London was the town and soon started on the
passed by both houses of congress march to the capital over the roads
.
may dictate."
In message after message Monroe April 23, 1846, and on the next day which Cortez had taken 328 years bereiterated his determination to main the first blood was shed In the conttest fore. He occupied Jalapa,1 Perote and
Puebla In turn and on September 14
tain strict neutrality and to recognize with the southern republic.
The United States had formally an- entered the city of Mexico.
the Independence of the Spanish
colonies when, but only when, the fact nexed Texas March 3, 1845, the last
Peace Term Accepted.
Mex
of Independence was convincingly day of Tyler's administration.
President
Polk hád tried repeatedly
established. Not until 1822 did the ico had given warning that she would to bring about peace. By the treaty of
United Statfa send a minister to the regard such a move as an act of war Guadalupe Hidalgo Mexico gave up
and diplomatic relations with Washcapital of the new government.
the vast territory of New Mexico and
For twenty years before the war ington were severed at once.
California
The cession to the United
William
S.
an
American
Parrott.
Texas had been a source of almost
States av'ded about 1.000.000 square
living
Mexico,
dentist
in
abandoned
constant trouble. This vast domain
miles of land, with 5,000 miles of
had been Included In 'the Louisiana the practice of his profession long sea coaor. and three great harbors
enough
suggest
peace
to
terms, but
purchase, but the United States yieldThe Uslted States paid (16,000.000
ed Its claim In a treaty with Spain in Mexico repulsed his advances. Par- to Mexico and assumed the claims
order to obtain the whole of Florida. rott was a secret agent of the United of Ame-cacitizens against the southTexas had been settled largely by States government. In the same ern republic. Polk considered the
year
congressman
M.
Slidell,
a
John
was
that
inevitable
Southerners and it
terms of the treaty too lenient, but
the slavery question should come to from Louisiana, was sent to Mexico when he submitted the document to
city
as
He
found
a
violent
minister.
the fore.
the senate It was ratified.
As a province Texas was subjected factional contest raging, with no one
In every battle of the war the Amer
to the hazards of an 111 defined and In authority willing to "receive
icana were successful. The United
tributary Jurisdiction by military off- so he returned to Washington.
It was this same Slidell who years States forces employed In the invasion
icers, lo rule by a government which
while going as a confidential aggregated about 100,000 men, this
later
with
the
out
of touch
was utterly
from the Confederate nutaber including 26.290 regulars and
pommlssioner
people.
wants and necessities of her
government
to
France was seized 66J26 volunteers. One hundred and
Finally the residents formed a new
British
the
merchant ship t enty officers and 1,400 men fell In
.aboard
constitution and in 1836 the great
a
In
short
time
the United buttle or died from wounds; 100 om
Trent
Southwestern territory seceded from
him
surrendered
States
and James M cars and 10.800 men died of disease.
Mexico.
Approximately 133,200 Mexicans took
The attitude of the United States Maon, commissioner to England, be- part in the war and their loss in
rights
causo
England
of
the
neutral
to
Texas
with
relation
Mexico
toward
killed and wounded was about 8.500.
was for a long time exactly what it had been transgressed.
Three men who fought against MexDuring
preceding
winter
the
and
regard
had been toward Spain with
ico Taylor, Pierce and Grant bean
American
force
spring
commanded
..to the Mexican states. Jackson was by Gen. Zachary Taylor had been mov- came presidents of the United States.
known to sympathize with the Texas ing
westward along the Rio Grande, Pierce had answered the call for voInsurgents, but a historian records
late In March It halted opposite lunteers; Grant was a young lieutenant
and
that he was restrained from taking Matamoros
and erected field works. In the regular army, only a few years
sense
by
an
honorable
action
drastic
Mexican
The
commander. General Am out of West Point. Many of the great
obligations
International
of what the
General Taylor on April leaders In the Civil war owed their
pudla
notified
of the United States demanded.
in skill and strategy to
must
12
break up camp within
he
that
Despite bis well earned reputation twenty-fou- r
the training received Just after their
beyond
and
hours
retire
as a belligerent some of Jackson's
baptism of fire in Mexico. Jefferson
messages read as if they had been the Nueces river; otherwise "arms Davis, who became president of the
written In 1915 or even so recently
Confederacy, was colonel at the head
aa early in the present year. In one
SPANISH BEAUTY
of a regiment of Mississippi Infantry
In which he called attention to clalnib
at Ruena Vista, and Sherman, Thomas
govby
this
Mexico
against
long held
BraRg and Reynolds were in charge
bodand
property
seized
ernment for
of batteries
ily injuries inflicted he said:
Curious Political Result.
Acted With Forbearance.
The contest with Mexico had a curl
"I trust, however, by tempering
ous political result. For the first and
only time In American history an ad
firmness with courtesy and acting
with great forbearance upon every
ministration conducting a war which
was victorious at every step steadih
incident that has occurred or that
may happen, to do and to obtain Juslost ground with the people of thp
country. The house of representa
tice, and thus avoid the necessity
of again bringing this subject to the
tives which declared war In May 1846
was Democratic by a large majority
view of congress."
,
Two months later (February
The house elected In the following No
1837) he wrote:
vember, amid the shouts of Taylor'!
vlc'ory at Monterey, had a decided
"The length of time since some of
Wh k majority.
the injuries have been committed, the
This political reverse has been as
repeated and unavailing applications
cribed to three, causes the enact
for redress, the wanton character of
mcnt of the tariff of 1846 (there ma'
some of the outrages upon the propbe a tariff issue again this year
erty and persons of our citizens, upon
which offended some of the manufac
the olilcers and flag of the United
turlng Interests; the receding of
States, independent of recent Insults
from the ground ortp
to this government and people by the
inally taken on the
houndar
late extraordinary Mexican minister,
question, and the widespread appre
would Justify, In the eyes of all ua
henslon that the war had been undei
tions, immediate war."
taken for the purpose of ext indlm
"That remedy, however," General
and perpetuating slavery.
Jackson added, "should not be used
It was the hero of the war who wa
by Just and generous nations, conelected president In 1848. Polk
fiding In their strength, for injuries
even renominated by the Demo
committed. If It can be honorably
crats. Like many men since his tim
avoided."
V
t
he had pursued an unwise coui-BThere were few important developtoward the Democratic organization
ments In the administration of Van
In New York and split the party
Buren or in Harrison's one month
iMme. Cuadra, wiie oí Joaquin Cua- Lewis Cass was nominated in his
in the presidential chair, but 1843
produced an incident of a nature with dra, secretary of the Nicaraguan lega- steud. only to be beaten by Taylor In
which students of recent American tion, and daughter of the Nicaraguan November. Singing:
history are familiar. Daniel Webster, secretary of state. Is one of the most
the track If your toes are tender,
Tyler's secretary of state, resigned attractive of Washington's diplomatic Plar
For Honeat Zach can never surrender,
after having served a little mora than hostesses. Her beauty is of pronounced Spanish type.
the Whigs marched to victory.
two year.
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JUAREZ HEARS

Potato Doughnut

VILLA CAPTURED

(Write fee Recipe)

retain the moisture several days. An
excellent wholesome food when made
with the pure

OFFICIAL
RECEIVES
DISPATCH
INDICATING BANDIT TAKEN
IN MINACA, MEX.

SIXTY

OUTLAWS

IW Baking Powder

SLAIN

Always sure to please.
Try a can today at our risk.

BANDIT DEAD DOUBLED BY GEN.
PERSHING'S REPORT OF THE
FIGHT AT GUERRERO.

...

Nwnpapr Union Nwa Service.
El Paso, Texas, April 24. A Chihuahua dispatch received by a Mexican official in Juarez Saturday afternoon stated that there is a report in
Chihuahua that Villa has been captured in Minaca.
The story of the murder of three
Americans, a German and an Englishman at Minara was brought by an
American arrivlngtrom Chihuahua City
and was accepted as authentic by federal officials.
The bandit's victims
were Benjamin Snell, Dr. A. T. Stell,
Lee LindBley, Americans; Herman
Blankenburg, a German; Donald McGregor, also known as Bruce, a British subject. McGregor formerly was
a Denver newspaper man. Two other
Americans, Henry Acklin and Frank
WoodB, were in Minaca at the time,
but their fate is unknown.
The news was brought to Chihuahua City by J. H. Locke, the only
American who is known to have escaped the massacre. According to the
story, Villa captured Minaca, Guerrero and San Isidro, March 27. Everywhere he went he announced his Intention of putting to death every
"Gringo" that fell into his hands, and
he carried out his Intention. As far
as the Mexicans were concerned, the
tandit promised safety to all those
who did not take up arms against him.
No quarter was Bhown to the Carran-slsttroops who attempted to resist
Wtatern

a

him.

Villas loss in dead at the battle with
American 'troops at Guerrero was
placed at sixty by Gen. Pershing in a
report bent to Gen. Funston In San
Antonio.
The bodies were found in
houses In Guerrero and scattered in
the underbrush for miles along the
route taken by the fleeing Mexicans.
HOLLAND

CALLS WAR

COUNCIL

Military and Naval Chiefs Confer
Over Threat of Allies to Make
. German 8lockade Complete,
Ixmdon, April 4. An extraordinary
council of the Dutch ministers of
state was held Saturday at The Hague,
according to Reuters correspondent
at The Hague. At the same time mil
itary preparations are reported to be
under way in Holland, and the Copen
hagen correspondent of the Exchange
Telegraph Company reports that a
great Btlr has been caused in Scandi
navian countries by the announcement
that England had decided to suspend
Section 19 of the Declaration of Lon
don. The cause of Holland's activity
is not stated in dispatches, but Dutcn
newspapers express the opinion that
the government is preparing to meet
a contingency arising out of "some de
cision of the entente allies at the re
cent Paris conference."
The Copenhagen dispatches supply
the suggestion that the Parts confer
ence may have decided on a complete
blockade of Germany.
German newspapers profess to feel
no concern over Holland's action, intimating that it is not because of
agitation over the sinking of Dutch
ships by submarines or mines.
GERMANS CLOSE IN

Zeppelins Kill

Fllty-Nln-

e
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A Handy Book containing 10 Cooking Lessons and 54 Tested Recipes will
be mailed you FREE If you will aco4
your nam and address to

.

CO,

MFG.

JAQUES

.,

CHICAGO

Sold by

all

Grocer
To Be Exact.
The Change.
"Do you mean to tell me that you
was lite iuiuve uanit umcer uiu
cashier?"
know all the latest dance steps?"
"I wouldn't say 'all.' Of course. I
"He was. but now he's a runner."
don't know what new steps have
been invented since I've been standing here chatting with you."
HE HAS HAD

D

And Likes

SKINNER'S

CROPS

Macaroni or
Spaghetti

the Laws in Western
Canada.

The Quality Food the
tastiest, most healthful
and most economical
food that can grace your

"I lived noar Lee, Illinois, for 46
y eats. I came to Saskatchewan in the
spring of 1912 and bought land near
briercreet. I have farmed this land,
1680 acres, ever since. I have had
grand crops. In 1914 I had 100 acres
of wheat that yielded 40 bushels to
the acre. I sold this wheat at $1.50
per bushel. I like the country and my
M y
neighbours.
taxes on each quarThere Is No
ter section (160
War Tax So- acres) are ' about
Called.
S32 a year.
This
covers municipal tax, school tax, hall
inrurance tax everything. There is
no war tax
1 like the laws
in force here. There is no compulsion
to me in any way. I am Just as independent here as I was in Illinois, and
I feel that my family and I are Just as
well protected by the laws of the province as we were in our old home in Illinois. What I earn here is my own.
I have seven children and they take
their places at school. In sports and
at all public gatherings the same as
the Canadian born?
(Sgd.) M. P. Tysdal.
"February 9th, 1916."
i
We reprint the following article,
complete, without comment, from the
latest number of the "Saskatchewan

Farmer," an agricultural paper published at Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan:
The attempt to
Former Iowa
check emigration
Farmers Are
from the United
Doing Well
States to our prai-ICanada.
rle provinces by
i publishing alarming
ing statements about the enormous
war taxes that are being paid here
$500 on a quarter
ctlon yearly
about forcing young men to enlist for
the war; about the cold no crops and
any old story that by its extravagant
boldness might influence men and
women from venturing north to Canada, is really in the list of curios to
our people. Knowing the country, we
can hardly take it seriously. Our governments, however, dominion and provincial, are taking steps to expose the
false statements that are being made,
and thereby keep the channel open for
ON VERDUN. continuing the stream of settlers that
has been flowing to us for the past
and Injure decade. Advertisement.

table.

At All Good
Grocers'

Save the signature of
Paul F. Skinner
on each package and obtain a
set of Oneida Community
Par Plate Silverware free.

Write us for full particulars

and we will
no obligation
send you also a beautiful
book of recipes all free.
Write today.

36-pa- ge

SKINNER MFG. CO.
OMAHA, NEB.
The Largest Macaroni Factory in America
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Keep Kids Kleen
The

practical, imhhhil. pUytzrar
ever invented (or clularco I lo
8 yean oi age Mfcin on piece wtth
drop back. Easily flipped on or
iaaily washed. (No UfiMt eUibc bandi
Made to blue
lo Hop arcuIatMO.
denim, and bla and whk? hickory
tripea for all the yoar round. Alao
lighter weight, fast --cola anattrial in
I dark blue, cadet blue, tan or daxkred
for MimiDCf wear, ail approprutery
bimmed with
taialea.
Made in Dutch neck with elbow
Jeeves and hish neck and aona
mot
ffirmeiits

n

,J

If
I

tMy

f iw

f,iU

X

aKCTca.

75c the suit

yvui
will tend
On recerpt or
ai

AsuiT
I

It ait if

uiiim mtwj ya.

thrm.
orcDaw
pnce, ioc each.

FREE
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Beware of ImiutiaiiA. Look far
lha TwoHoaa aa lk Libat.

Levi Strauit & Co., San Francisco
Awird.d GRAND PRIZE al thi P.P.I. E.

166 In England.

London, April 4. Strong German
offensive northeast and northwest of
Teutons
Verdun continued Sunday.
gained part of Caillette wood and
cleared 1,000 yards of French trenches
near Dead Man's bill. French have
evacuated the village of Vaux.
At least sixteen persons were killed
and about 100 others injured by the
explosion of bombs dropped in another
raid of Zeppelins over the northeast
coast of England Saturday night.
With the exception of the big air
raid of Jan. 31, when the casualties
persons killed and
were sixty-seve117 injured, the Zeppelin raids of Friday and Saturday nights caused greater loss of life than any previous aerial
attack this year.
The total casualties for the two
nights, according to an official repersons killed
port, were fifty-ninn

,

e

and

ICO

wounded.

The sensational feature of the raid
was the falling of a damaged Zeppe
In the Thame- estuary,
lin, the
L-1-

-

Two on 8hackelton Ship III.
Port Chalmers, New Zealand. The
Shackelton Antarctic auxiliary exploration ship Aurora has arrived
here All on board the ship are well
except two members of the crew who
are suffering from a minor Illness.

In School.

Glidden Tor Winner
"What are the principal fruits of
(T
6 Passenger, Gray & C
history?"
DavIs.ElectrloLIghtsÉlElll
"I know, teacher; they're dates." -

and Starter, 25

H.

P.

KJXJKJ

Important to Mother
bid climber, S8 to 90 m lien on 1 gallon
Examine carefully every bottle of Greatest
rami. nt) 1ÍM0 mile on One net of tire a
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for biew art SpeedomettT, one man mobnlr top, 10H
wheel lite, &lx'M$ tnoh Urea, weight l.tVtO
Infants and children, and see that it in
pouitila
MKTZ DUirlbiitom
for lliralo.
New
klexioo. YVyomiug' aud Wentero Nebraaka.
Bears the
HEADXNGTON
THE
AUTO
CO.
Signature
Buuoenhwis Vu Colorado Caruroar Co.
1636-4DENVER, COLO
BROADWAY
In tTse for Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria LIVE. AQ ENTQ WANTED
4

Sure Thing.
"Money doesn't bring happiness."
"Maybe not. But it will help you
greatly in going after it."

Sudden Death

STENTS

Wnrnon
Coleman, Waab
liitjloit. 1 C. iiookntiw. lllKti- eat raferancan.
Omt tmultav

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

16.

After Grip Then
Spring Fever?

bj básca e of lue ki.neji
The close connection between the
This Is the time of year to look
heart and the kidneys is well known
nowadays. When kidneys are diseased, out for trouble! We feel weak our
arterial tension is increased and the blood seems hot no appetite. It's
heart functions are attacked. When time to clean houBe! Thts is when
the kidneys no longer pour forth waste, the blood Is clogged and we suffer
uremic poisoning occurs and the per- from what ia commonly called a cold.
son dies, and the cause is often given
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovas heart disease, or disease of brain ery purities the blood and entirely
or lungs.
eradicates the poisons that breed and
It is a good insurance against such feed disease. Pure blood ia essential
large
a
10
cents
for
to
send
a risk
trial package of "Anurlc" the latest lo good health. The weak,
discovery of Dr. Pierce. When you debilitated condition which so many
suffer from backache, frequent or people experience is commonly the efscanty urine, rheumatic pains here or fect of impure bload. "Medical Discovthere, or that constant tired, worn-ou- t
ery' not only cleanses the blood of imfeeling, gel' "Anurlc" at the druggist. purities,
but increases the activity of
It's 37 times more potent than llthia,
(lands, and enriches
disselvea uric acid aa hot water does the
the body with pure, rich blood;
augsr.
d

run-dow-

Body of W. B. Denton Found.
Pueblo. The body of William B
Denton, young mining engineer of Denver who has been missing since
March 19, was found Sunday in the
shallow water of the Arkansas river
eighteen miles east of Pueblo.

blood-makin-

g

REDROCK

I
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SHOP

CAREER

PARLOR

Felix Jones, prop.
baths, laundry agency

i.

f

NrxMoor to PoMnfflce
OHI'ftltl K(.

it

Dr.J.G. Egon's
'

Auto Service to 85 Mine
any time, Day or Night
All classes of Magazines
and Newspapers.

Local and Personal

LOCAL & PERSONAL

EL PASO, TEXAS
Caters particularly to Mining and Cattlemen And their families.
Ladies' dinning room will seat one hundred persons Buffet for men will seat
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
will seat ninety persons.
v

THIS

dwelling erected south

Bakery

Finest
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R. L. WRIGHT

Machinery

Mine
Blacksmith, Wheelwright
Spnn and axel Welding
Wood Working
Horseshoing.

i
t

.

NORTH

HOISTS, mining, milling and
power machinery at prices that
will surprise you.

OF R. R. TRACK

j

test every machine that
leaves our shop; and cover it with
We

our guarantee.

"TO

Ons Blocs and

Saie

Collar11

A

Write Us For Prices

'

SURPRISE GROCERY
FRANCISCO

HA

Phone No. 6

- 2

115

HELA

CO.

WRECKING

SOUTHWESTERN

STORE COMPANY,

Durango Street,

El Paso, Texas

I'dOPKlKTOK
Fresh Meats, - Vegetables and
Groceries. PROMPT Deliveries

Rings

Figures
on t lie

Store North of S. P. Tracks

IStElmoBarteSlioif

but sometimes they're hard to
remember. Keep your prices in
nice, accessible shape.

Price Books

EsaJ-Pz- a

g in Rear of St. Elmo Bar

tí are used by salesmen everywhere.
TWO CHAINS
8 Better look
H S. GILLUM, Pkopuietok
at them today along
Ageucy El Paso team Lanndry
with lots other labor-savin- g
de-

8

I

vices.
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FOEMS

BINDERS

FOU SALE BY

The Western Liberal

Myrtle Chaney of Hachita. They
were married by Rev. Huggett
at the Methodist parsonage here
Sunday.
C. P. Moore, vice president of
the Tom Moore Distillery of
Bardstown, Ky., has been in the
city this week giving the town
the "once over". Mr. Moore
wa3 well pleased with the prospects for a bigger and better
Lordsburg and pronounced our
town one of the livest in the
west.
R. K. Mimson, passenger agent
of the A. & N. M. railroad, was a
visitor here Sunday.
Carl W. Puschel of Gage made
final proof an his homestead before U. S. Commissioner Bush here
Monday.
John D. Weems and
Clarence Williams of Separ were
here acting as witnesses.
George Porter was in town from
the Animas Monday.
John Haydon of Steinp was a
visitor in town several days this
week showing his friends som fine
specimens of copper ore taken from
his claims at Bull Nose mountain.
Ernest Bennett of the Bennett
Transfer Company at Silver City
was in the city the last of the
week demnstrating the Dort motor
car, for which he is the Grant county agent.
J. A. Lynee, the A. & N. M. civil
engineer, was a visitor here Sunday
morning, returning to Clifton in
the afternoon.
Messrs. Arschular and Cross of
the 85 mine, motored to Pinos Altos and return Sunday.

IS THE BIGGEST

LITTLE

ON THE OVERLAND

HOTE

TRAIL

of the

tardy A musical comedy with thirty
Those neither absent
Hardin Hotel.
apt month were Viola Thomppeople Í3 booked to show at the
son, Harmon Wright, Nal tú O'Xcil, Star theatre Monday night.
Jack Turner and Jim Edgar
were in from the Gila the first
rohnnie Wright, Selina Glasscock,
A marriage license was issued
Capitola Harper,
tomóla Glass-:oc- at Silver City la3t week to James of the week.
Goods
Boyd Glasscock.
The ladies missionary society
B. Wright of
Lordsburg and

Is Your Home Wired For
--

ELECT!

k,

for

Aycncy

,

-

te

or
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THE, NEW ZEIGER

School election paaited off very
T. W. Sullivan has begun an
lu't'Hy on Monday, elirtinj two El auto service to the 85 mine.
ectors, one for, three years, and
The new warehouse of Morris
II. J. E. Knottsof the Woild
me for one year. There was but Feature Film Co.. was here to- and Wright was completed by
Jack Heather this week and is
'.wo candidates, Georj'e Williamson day transacting business.
being used by the owners.
g
only
hitch
uiJ Ed Conner, t!u
Mr. and Mrs Baylor Shannon
Jack Heather will soon begin
that both were run for the were here from El Paso today.
work on a bungalow for Fat Hoy
.hree year term.
Messrs Wills, Lard, Marsh and of the
restaurant.
The result was 17 to 3 2 in favor
Kirby were here from Walnut
of Conner.
M. O. Hardin is havine a frame
Wells Wednesday afternoon,

of the Methodist church meets
at the home of Mrs. Lines near
the 85 mine this week.
Ed Head was in town from
Duncan the early part of the
week.
Mrs. Rnpnce entertained the
bridge club at her home at the 85
mine on Tuesday afternoon.

LIGHTS

That is the first question asked
by those renting or buying homes.

HAVE IT DONE NOW

J. P' Mansfield 'was a visitor

Xpu will be surprised to learn
how little it costs to have your

in town several days this week.
Mrs. Downey and Mrs. Crowell

ntertained thirty friends nt a
home wired:
party at the Crowell
Saturday evening.
Estimates Furnished
Ed Shearer has returned from a
to
San Francisco.
business trip
Floyd Jones has taken the place
of J. B. Crowell as clerk at the
Espee shops, and Malcolm Gammon has takenlr. Iones' plncc at
Truck Delivery
the depot.
John Crowell spent the early part
For Ice
of the week in De.ning rr. bisi-nefor the American National
Life Insurance Co.
M. Q. Hardin and wifeand sen
Quilla were visitors in J21 Paso the
first of the week.
- Mrs. H. F. Brinkman, formerly
if this city, but now residing in San
Francisco, Calif., is in the city for
a week attending to business matMrs. Brinkman has many
ters.
friends here, who are delighted to
welcome her back to the livest little town in the southwest.
J. T. McCabe was here from pi
Paso Tuesday attending the regular meeting of the board of directors of the First National Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Pague were visBEST ON EARTH Every Loaf Wrapped
itors here from, the Animas the
last of the week.
L. H. Lacy and son of Rodeo were
in town transacting business on Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headquarters for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
CORRESPONDENCE Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Sellers nave Fancy Bakery Goods solicited.
Phone orders delivered.
been spending the week here. Mr.
e
Sellers is the southwestern
ANIMAS
We Have the Business, and we Want YOUR Business
for Ingersoll-RanJudge O.C King and Thos.Vv'.
Our Guarantee Protects You.
Orders Solicited
Wright motored to' Lordsburg
American
writes,
National
Phone 38
Tuesday.
Life, Accident and Health In- PaulNesch, Proprietor
G. E, Haltom, Manager
Ben Dunagan, accompanied by surance. J. B. Cowell, district
his wifend his sister, were at manager,.
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVÍVVVVVVVVVVVV
WWWWV
the Station Monday.
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Power
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Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
Nesch's Butter Crust Bread

, Lordsburg's First Class Bakery

repre-sntativ-
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CANDIES"
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23. SEVt SWV4 : SWVi SE4 Section 14, Township 29 S., RanKe 17 W., N. M. P. Meridian,

We sell so many of these
famously food chocolates that
we can always supply any of the

has filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before George Edmonds, U.

Johnston popular assortments.
And always Fresh

S. Commissioner,

These are the kind you see

I

advertised in
tub iTttDniv
and are What

Sho Want!

THE MINT CLUB

J

HARRY FARRIOR
PEOPEIETOE

85 Mine Directory

"85" Meat Market
H. L, 8 WINK, Owner
FRESH MEATS
Prompt Uellverlos made in Lurdatiurg

jcooogcooqoos
OOOOCGGCQGOOOe

AUTO DELIVERY

J.

W. JOHNSON
85 MINE STORE

iTown Prices at the 85 mine
jcamp. Free Automobile De-- g
livery anywhere in this vicin-- b
:...
T. i
b i inca r
ciiv. uci juiiiisuii
fore You Buy.
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Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
wKb

LOCAL
tlie

APPLICATIONS.
tber cannot
of lbs dlcMM. I'atarrU Is a blued
or comtitullolial atarna. slid In vrtlvr to curs It
.
l
yo
tus
Hull's Catarro
furs la tuk.'ii
and acta dlriH-tlUiu

rrt

uut

tbe bwd aud

tur

luiu-.m-

aurfui-t-a- .

llall'a Catarrb

n,

la mil a qdiii-uii'llrlii . It
by ona of ti.a b.at piiylclalia in tul
country t'tf years and la s
Ion.
It la rumiiofffd of t
beat tonlra known,
wltii tbe twat blood purlnera.
.
sttrf.-irraHrftH-- t
on the
'Die
enililna Iton uf Mi two InaTciltt-iitwtmt tint,
riufx-aui'h woouVrfiil rfMiita u
cstarrc.
9ud fur tcMlmoiilals. free.
CO.. Props., Toledo. O.
F. J. CHENEY
Sold ly Druggists, price 75c.

rfuar rai'rlt

Take

lull's rswily

at Hachita, N.

Ma, on the

6th day of May. 1916.

Pne.T

TTurNiHn

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Laa Cruces. N. M.. March 22. 1918.
Notice is hereby Riven that Frank Gibson, of
Hachita. N. M . who, on April 17, 1911, made
homestead entry No. 06394, for EV4 NW tiee.

Tills, fur coastlptlloa.

,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Georte Winkler, A. B. Nelson, Ole Peter-so- n.
Alma H. Wilson, all of Hachita, N. H.
Mar.31-Apr.2-

John L. Bumlde, Register

8

MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO. 013349
United States 'Land Office. Las Cruces, New
Mexico. Mnrch 2H. 191S.
Notice is hereby given that W, H. Small and
W. P. Smith, of Lordsburg, Grant County,
New Megico, have made application for a
mineral patent to the GOOD NIGHT Lode
Mining Claim, Sur. No. 167S, situate in Virginia Mining District, County of Grant and
State of .New Mexico, covering along the
lode and vein of same from the discovery
point N. 67 degrees. 11 minutes E. 1273.66 ft.
and S. 67 deg. 11 mln. W. 218 ft., and located
in SV, NWV of Sec. 13. and SEVi NE4
8ec. 14. T. 28 S.. R. 19 W.. N. M. P. M
Beginning at
and described as follows:
Cor. No. 1, a phorphry rock I
!i ins.,
set 18 ins. in the ground, with mound of
atone chiseled
whence the K See.
Cor. between Sees. 13 and 14, T. 28 S., R.
19 W.. N. M. P. M
bears S. 62 deg. 08
min. W. 77.8 ft.; thence N 41 deg. 89 min.
W. 474.62 ft to Cor No. 3. thence N.
1
deg. 64 min. E. 1462.10 ft.
to Cor. No. 3;
thence S. 41 deg. 89 min. E 299.92 ft. to
Cor. No. 4 : thence S. 18 deg. 06 min. E. 800.6
ft. to Cor. No. t; thence S. 67 deg. 12 min,
W. 1864.76 ft. to Cor. No. 1, the place of
beginnning.
Containing 17.207 acres, after
excluding .086 acres in conflict with the Jibs
Crow Lode. Sur. No. 1619.
Variation at all
comers 26 mln. E. Adjoining and conflicting
claima, as shown by the plat of survey, are:
Lode, Sur, No. 1606, and Royal
Lode. Sur. No. 1608. on the East; Jim Crow
Lode. Sur. No. 1619. on the North; and Excelsior Lode, Sur. No. 1612. extending across
Eastern portion of said claim.
No other
adjolnnig or conflicting claims known.
The notice of orgtnal location of this
claim is of record In the office of the County
Clerk of Grant County New Mexico, in Book
28 of Mining Locations, at Page 843.
John L. Burnside, Register.
First publication: Mnrch 2V. 1916
Lnst I'ublicslioll; May 26, 1V16.
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J. C.Wright made a flying trip
to the Station in his Dodge car

Wednesday.

STAR

Holmes Maddox and family
passed through town Thursday
on their way to Lordsburg returning the same day.
Mr. Marev. nf fífiHas. Tpyna
who filed on a homestead in the
upper Valley last winter, arnved
wennesnav mornincr anri is now
busy getting a home ready for
his family, who will arrive in a
snort time.
Rev. Ira M. Bryce, of El Paso,
will hold services jn the school
house on the evening of the 10th

inst.

A most

held

enjoyable dance was

at the residence of Steve

Dunagan Friday night. The
Music was furnished by R. Kinch-loH. Strange, H.Conner Doyle
Wood and Roy Wood. Although
the weather was bad, all had a
good time, the guests departing
in the sma' hours.
Jasper W. Sonford, of Elbow
Lake, Minn. .filed on ahomestead
near Cloverdale last week. He
left shortly afterward for his former home and will return to
make his permanent residence
here in a few weeks.
John Curry motored from the
XT Ranch to Hachita Saturday,
en route to El Paso.
Mrs.' San ford and daughter.
Mrs. Lloyd returned from El
Paso to their home in Cloverdale
Friday. They were accompanied
K

by Ben Robinson.
Roy Wood returned from Lordsburg Saturday with a load of
supplies for the XT ranch.
At the school election held here
on the 3rd, Buck Orr of Playas
Valley was elected trustee.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, t- S. Lund Office
This valley was treated to some
at 1.a Cruces. N. M., March W, I9lb
Notice is hereby yivrn that Jnmrs Harper if weather last week.
There was a
Red
N. M.. Who. on AukuM 2S. lU, made
dcMrrt In ml entry No.
Air NK'4 NKK, heavy snow storm Thursday, folSection 11, Townthip 19 8., Raime 19 W.. N M P. lowing the showers of
the daybe-forMel itliitn. has file! notice of intention to make
Final three- year Proof to eublih claim to the
Friday
morning
the resiatxjve described, before Faria V. Utah, V. 8.
at Loru.l,urg, N. M .on the lith day dents were surprised to find the
of May 1910.
ground covered with snow. Some
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fred Lettering. Ben Glanacock. Tora Donley, of the goat men were quite heavy
A. B. Conner; sil of Kcd Ruck, N. M.
losers, and there has been quite a
J. L. BUKN8IDK
April - May 5
Register crimp put in the fruit crop.
kix-k- .
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Buick Touring Car

THEATRE

W. M. BENTLEY,

"World Features

ANY PLACE

now showing

Thursday Nights

Reasonable Rates

Big Universal Program
Friday and Saturday Nights

..

Services

Proprietor

ANY TIME

..

Careful Drivers

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Plenty of Fun, Thrills
and Entertainment
PRICES: Thursday,

15 and 25c

Real Estate

Insurance

For Our Regular Show
Remember the Price, 5 and 10c

iili I 111 I llStil I

DIAMOND FROM THE SKY

Every

ill l( USt III I

Tuesday
14 Leading Fire Insurance Companies

Here's What You Want
SALESMEN: POCKET SIDE
LINE, NEW LIVE PROPOSITION, all merchants in towns
of 100,000 and under want it.

ft

Pays $5.00 commission on each
sale. No collecting, no risk to
merchant. We take back unsold
goods. Easiest, biggest paying
side line ever offered.
MFG. CO., 208Sigel St.
Chicago.
CAN-FIEL-

MorniDi Star Saloon
Under New Management

D

High class tailoring, cleaning, pressing and altering. Ladies ana Gentle-mesuits made at home from $18.00
to $40.00. See M. F. i'arrer, the
tailor. --4.

Large and Juicy Beers

ns

Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses

Ranch for Rent: For sheep or
'goats. 12 miles west of Lordsburg.
Water. Improvements. Early rain.
Enquire at Liberal.
El Paso Ice Cream and Cold
Drinks at Mrs. Stevens' Ice
Cream Parlor.
1--
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STORE

FOR

KENT:

Store

room 18 x 70 feet.
Fine location. Address Box 1.
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